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Beverly Hills receives seed Prized Pomeranian returns home
money for ‘Iron Root, 2015’
n Dognapping took

n City gets $200K donation for Ai Weiwei artwork

Beverly Hills pet to
Las Vegas, police say

By cameron kiszla

By edwin folven

On Aug. 18, the Beverly Hills
City Council unanimously voted to
use a $200,000 donation from the
Richard M. Cohen and Andrew S.
Cohen Foundation to help the city
acquire a work by the famed
Chinese artist Ai Weiwei.
On Aug. 6, the City of Beverly
Hills Community Charitable
Foundation received the donation
and transferred the funds to the city
to help Beverly Hills purchase Ai’s
cast-iron sculpture “Iron Root,
2015.” The City Council voted last
year to follow the recommendation
of the city’s Arts and Culture
Commission and purchase the artwork, which weighs more than
3,700 pounds, according to a staff
report from the April 16, 2019, City
Council study session. “Iron Root,
2015” is 10 feet wide, 7 feet tall and
3.5 feet deep.
According to the 2019 staff
report, “Iron Root, 2015” is valued
at $1.8 million, but the United
Talent Agency Artist Space in

A 2-year-old Pomeranian
named Lolli was reunited with her
Beverly Hills owner earlier this
month after allegedly being dognapped on Pico Boulevard and
taken to Las Vegas.
The reunion was made possible
by officers from the Beverly Hills
Police Department, who received
help from the Los Angeles Police
Department’s Wilshire Division
and the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department. Owner Gina
Bisignano said she thought she
may never see Lolli again, but
thanks to the work of multiple law
enforcement agencies, her prized
Pomeranian is back home and the
alleged dognapper is in jail facing
charges.
“For 17 days, I was devastated,”
Bisignano said. “I really want to
thank the police officers who
helped find my dog and get her
back. I didn’t think there would be
a happy ending.”
On July 20, Bisignano stopped
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Ai Weiwei

Beverly Hills, an extension of the
United Talent Agency, is offering it
to the city for $900,000. With the
$200,000 donation, the artwork
itself is expected to cost the city
$700,000. Shipping, contingency
See Artwork page 21
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Gina Bisignano thought she may
never see her dog Lolli again,
but they were reunited on Aug. 5.

at a dry cleaner on Pico Boulevard
just south of Beverly Hills and
jumped out of her car for what she
said was only a minute. A car
pulled up behind her vehicle and a
man jumped out and smashed her
window with a crowbar. The sus-

pect grabbed a purse, got back in
the vehicle and fled. Lolli, who
weighs less than 5 pounds, was
inside the purse.
“I had a panic attack,”
Bisignano said. “I fell on the
ground and just started crying.”
The theft occurred in Los
Angeles and was investigated by
detectives at the Wilshire
Division, who were also experiencing an auto burglary spree and
thought the dognapping was related. They recovered video footage
and identified the vehicle involved
in the crime.
In July, a similar vehicle – a
late-model orange Ford Mustang
– had allegedly been involved in
numerous other auto burglaries in
the LAPD’s Wilshire, West Los
Angeles and Pacific divisions, as
well as West Hollywood and
Beverly Hills. Investigators in
those areas were working together
to find the car and the suspect
involved in the alleged crime
spree.
On Aug. 5, officers from the
Beverly Hills Police Department’s
Crime Impact Team investigated
an attempted burglary at the
See Dognapping page 21

Marijuana excluded from smoke-free ordinance ‘Uplift Melrose’ plan would
transform popular avenue

n WeHo bans tobacco

use in multi-family units,
common areas

n Plan would improve

By laura coleman
In three months, tobacco smokers
looking to move into a condominium or apartment unit in West
Hollywood will not have the luxury
to light up within their own home.
However, marijuana smokers and
those who use vapes will still have
the freedom to smoke in their residence.
The decision to amend the West
Hollywood Municipal Code to prohibit smoking within newly built or
newly leased units within multifamily dwellings, as well as in common areas, was unanimously
passed by the City Council on Aug.
17. The ordinance, which also prohibits smoking in any park or within 5 feet of any parklet, will go into
effect 90 days after the 5-0 vote.
“We’ve reaffirmed that a violation of this provision is not grounds
for eviction, but it is grounds for an
administrative citation for violating
the provision,” Mayor Pro Tempore
John Heilman said.
The council, which pledged to
decide on the specifics of the fines

walking, biking for
shopping district
By edwin folven
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Melrose Avenue may be transformed between Fairfax and
Highland avenues by a proposed
city of Los Angeles project that
would bring more sidewalk space,
separated bike lanes, new crosswalks, better lighting, more trees
and improved landscaping to the

shopping and dining district.
The “Uplift Melrose” project
has received the support of the
Mid City West Community
Council, whose board voted 29-2
in favor of the plan at a meeting
last week. The Melrose Business
Improvement District is working
with Streets LA, formerly the
city’s Bureau of Street Services,
to implement the idea. Currently
in the conceptual phase, the city
plans to apply for a $31.8 million
See Melrose page 22

While marijuana use will be allowed in multi-family units in West
Hollywood, tobacco use will be banned.

before the ordinance goes into
effect, stopped short of requiring a
registration program that would
have designated units’ smoking status. In anticipation of further
strengthening its no-smoking policy, staff will be conducting a survey
in the upcoming year about making
all condominium and apartment
units smoke-free. According to the
Aug. 17 staff report, approximately
87.6% of dwelling units in the city
of West Hollywood are located in

multi-family dwellings.
“West Hollywood has a strong
history of advocating for the health
and welfare of its residents.
Similarly, the city has long advocated that people should be able to live
the life they choose in the privacy
of their own homes without government intrusion provided that those
activities are not interfering with
others’ peaceful enjoyment of their
See Smoking page 22
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The city has released renderings of how the street may be reconfigured under the “Uplift Melrose” project.
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Feuer files lawsuit over plan
to shorten census count time
planned eight-and-a-half month
period for collecting and processing
data into a four-and-a-half month
period.
Feuer’s lawsuit was filed in partnership with the National Urban
League; League of Women Voters;
Black
Alliance
for
Just
Immigration; Harris County, Texas;
King County, Washington; the
cities of Salinas and San Jose in
California; Rodney Ellis and
Adrian Garcia. It asks the court to
prohibit implementation of the condensed plan, thereby restoring the
longer plan.
The complaint alleges that the
federal government’s plan to shorten the amount of time to collect and
process data poses a grave threat to
vital local government functions
that rely on census data, from reapportioning the United States House
of Representatives and redrawing
state and local electoral districts, to
equitably distributing over $1.5 trillion annually in federal funds that
support food, health care and education. The lawsuit seeks declaratory relief affirming that the Trump
administration’s actions violate the
Enumeration Clause and the
Administrative Procedure Act. The
plaintiffs additionally seek a
restoration of the administration’s
previous COVID-19 Plan, allowing
the bureau to conduct the 2020 census on the timeline it has repeatedly
asserted is necessary for a full, fair
and accurate count.
For information, visit lacityattorney.org.

WeHo urges residents to be
counted in the U.S. census
The city of West Hollywood is
continuing its urgent call for residents to be counted in the 2020
census.
The United States Census Bureau
has announced that census counting
will end on Sept. 30. Currently, the
response rate for households in
California is approximately 65%,
and the response rate for households in West Hollywood is approximately 60%, indicating that four in
10 people in the city have not yet
responded to the census.
The city has launched the “Be
Counted West Hollywood” campaign. Community members who
have not yet completed the census
are
encouraged
to
visit
census.ca.gov or call (844)3302020. The census form can be completed online in 13 languages.
Census takers are currently
knocking on doors in West
Hollywood and across the nation to
follow up with households that have
not yet responded to the census. To
learn how to identify a census worker, visit 2020census.gov/en/censustakers.html.
Census responses are safe and
secure and information collected
cannot be shared with or by other
governmental agencies, or used
against citizens in any way.
The 2020 census will decide
how federal funds are distributed in
California. An undercount could
impact funding for schools, health
services, child care, emergency services and many other programs.
The census will also be used to
decide the number of California’s
Congressional members and

Electoral College votes.
For
information,
weho.org/census2020.
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Mindful Awareness LAMOTH
Meditation
Holocaust film
Improve well-being with the
Hammer Museum and its online
Mindful Awareness Meditation series
on Thursday, Aug. 20, from 12:30 to
1 p.m., via Zoom. The free weekly
drop-in sessions usually take place in
the Hammer’s Billy Wilder Theater
but are offered live online during the
pandemic. Mindful Awareness
Meditation is the moment-bymoment process of actively and
openly observing one’s physical,
mental and emotional experiences. It
is used to reduce stress, improve
attention, boost the immune system,
reduce emotional reactivity and promote a general sense of health and
well-being. The half-hour sessions
are held weekly on Thursdays from
12:30 to 1 p.m. and are open to the
public. Special clothing is not
required and participants can join for
as
long
as
they
wish.
hammer.ucla.edu.

‘We Are All
Americans’
The Institute for Contemporary Art is
holding an online broadcast titled
“We Are All Americans” with artist
Michele Jaquis on Friday, Aug. 21,
from 1 to 6 p.m. The program was
inspired by the story of how Jaquis’s
Russian great-grandfather gained
U.S. citizenship after serving in the
U.S. Army, and her great-grandmother entered the country with a fake
passport. Each one-hour episode is a
different recorded conversation about
how family stories are passed down
from generation to generation, and
what it means to be American in the
contexts of multiculturalism, immigration, military service, Black Lives
Matter, white privilege and indigeneity. theicala.org/en/events/251-weare-all-americans.

Join the Los Angeles Museum of the
Holocaust for a discussion on the
Italian film “Life
Is
Beautiful”
(1997)
on
Thursday, Aug.
20, at 5 p.m. The
event is part of
the
Teicholz
Holocaust Remembrance Film
Series, a collaboration with the
Consulate General of Italy and the
Italian Cultural Institute of Los
Angeles. Participants are encouraged
to watch the film ahead of time and
join a virtual discussion with Andrea
Malaguti, associate professor of
Italian and film studies at the
University
of
Massachusetts
Amherst, moderated by journalist and
author Tom Teicholz. The film tells
the story of a Jewish librarian who
uses his humor and imagination to
shield his son from the horrors of
internment in a Nazi concentration
camp. Suggested donation is $10.
lamoth.org.

Piano Spheres
Piano Spheres presents a special
online broadcast of recordings by Los
Angeles-based pianist Paul Cornish on
Saturday, Aug. 22. The program
includes original compositions by
Cornish, a recent graduate of the UCLA
Herbie Hancock
Institute of Jazz
Performance who
strives to inspire
freedom and collaboration in his
music. A Houston
native, Cornish is
also a graduate of USC’s Thornton
School of Music and the Jazz
Orchestra. A link to the recordings will
be available on Aug. 22 by visiting
poianospheres.org.

‘Unorthodox’
American Cinematheque is holding
a virtual seminar on the Netflix
mini-series “Unorthodox” (2020)
on Sunday, Aug. 23, at 11 a.m., via
Zoom. Co-presented by the GoetheInstitut, the event includes a live
Q&A session with the series’ creator Anna Winger, director Maria
Schrader and star Shira Haas.
“Unorthodox” is based on Deborah
Feldman’s New York Times bestselling memoir. Request a screening copy and register by visiting
americancinematheque.com/unorth
odox.

‘The Ancestors
of Ataúro’
Learn about “The Ancestors of
Ataúro” during an installment of the
Fowler Museum at UCLA’s Lunch
& Learn series on Monday, Aug. 24,
from noon to 12:30 p.m. The series
offers curatorial explorations of
objects
from
around
the
world in the
museum’s permanent collection. The focus
will be on a pair
of ancestor figures created by an unknown sculptor on Ataúro Island, in Timor-Leste
in Southeast Asia, in the early to
mid-20th century. They are called
itara in the Tetum language and
were created to honor family members who had died. Joanna
Barrkman, senior curator of
Southeast Asia and Pacific Arts for
the Fowler Museum at UCLA will
explain the significance of the
sculptures, aspects of their production and their ritual uses. An original
short video showing Atauroan master sculptor Antonio Soares creating
a pair of itara will also be shown.
RSVP by visiting fowler.ucla.edu.

Next stop: more subway.

Section 2 – Beverly Hills Update

Station Construction and Pre-Tunneling Work
Construction of the Wilshire/Rodeo Station box continues from the Reeves Staging Yard
located on Wilshire Bl and Reeves Dr. Meanwhile, installation of monitoring equipment
advances along the tunnel alignment.

traffic alert
Wilshire Bl will be open to at least two lanes of traffic in each direction.

work hours
Work hours will vary depending on construction activity, more details at
metro.net/purple.
Construction is dynamic and is subject to change.
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Los Angeles City Attorney Mike
Feuer filed a lawsuit on Aug. 18
against the Trump administration,
challenging the federal government’s attempt to drastically cut the
amount of time for the 2020 census
count.
The lawsuit contends that a decision by the administration to reduce
the amount of time to collect and
process data would result in a
severe undercount of the city’s population, negatively affecting Los
Angeles’
representation
in
Congress and jeopardizing millions
of dollars in federal funding. Feuer
previously sent a demand letter to
the U.S. Census Bureau over the
decision.
“We’re suing to block the Trump
administration from unconstitutionally abandoning a plan to obtain an
accurate census in the midst of a
devastating pandemic,” Feuer said.
“From political representation to
crucial public funding, every L.A.
resident has so much riding on a
full, fair and complete count. The
administration’s abrupt, inexplicable and unlawful reversal would
harm Angelenos for the next
decade. It must not stand.”
Early during the COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. Census Bureau
shifted the deadlines for critical
operations by several months so
that it could obtain a reasonable
level of accuracy despite the challenges presented by the coronavirus. Earlier this month, the U.S.
Census Bureau abruptly changed
course and said it will compress a
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BHPD seeks additional
victims of alleged rapist
n Defendant is

By edwin folven

photo courtesy of BHPD

Kamran Syed is facing rape and
sexual assault charges and
remains in custody.

cerns for the victims and because
of the ongoing criminal case. The
crimes allegedly occurred from
2017 to 2020.
“The reason we went public
was because we believe there are
other victims,” Subin said. “We
really can’t give out specifics, but
we wanted to notify the public if
there are any additional victims.”
Anyone with information is
encouraged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125. Those wishing to
remain anonymous can text
BEVHILLSPD, followed by the
tip information, to 888777.

BHPD to hold DUI and driver’s
license checkpoint on Aug. 22
The Beverly Hills Police
Department’s Traffic Bureau will be
conducting a sobriety and driver’s
license checkpoint on Saturday,
Aug. 22, from 5 p.m. to midnight at
an undisclosed location in the city.
All traffic will pass through the
checkpoint. Motorists will be
stopped and contacted by uniformed
officers who will be checking for
alcohol and drug impairment.
Officers will also check to make
sure all contacted drivers have a
valid driver’s license.
The Beverly Hills Police
Department supports the California
Office of Traffic Safety’s “DUI
Doesn’t Just Mean Booze” cam-

paign. People who take prescription
drugs, particularly those with a driving or operating machinery warning on the label, might be impaired
enough to get a DUI. Marijuana can
also cause impairment, especially in
combination with alcohol or other
drugs, and can result in a DUI.
In addition to being a deterrent,
authorities hope to promote public
safety and raise awareness about the
dangers of impaired driving. For
information, call the BHPD Traffic
Bureau at (310)285-2196. Funding
for checkpoints are provided by the
Office of Traffic Safety, through the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

Parking enforcement relaxed
through Oct. 1 in Los Angeles
Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
has extended relaxed parking
enforcement until Oct. 1, allowing
residents to stay home whenever
possible without being concerned
about citations during the COVID19 pandemic.
Relaxed enforcement is extended
for residential street sweeping regulations,
expired
registration,
overnight/oversize parking district
restrictions, peak/rush hour and gridlock zone parking restrictions, and
oversized/overnight parking regulations. Enforcement continues for
metered parking, time limits in preferential parking districts for vehicles
without a valid or recently-expired
permit, posted time limit zones in
residential and commercial areas
and temporary no-parking zones.
Citations are also still being issued

n Assailant is also

wanted for robbery
and assault
By edwin folven

accused of targeting
multiple victims
The Beverly Hills Police
Department has arrested a 39year-old resident on rape and
sexual assault charges and is asking for any additional victims to
come forward.
The defendant, Kamran Syed,
was arrested on June 20 by
BHPD investigators, who allege
he met women at nightclubs in
Los Angeles and Orange counties
and took them back to his
Beverly Hills residence and
allegedly raped or sexually
assaulted them. The Los Angeles
County District Attorney office
filed six felony counts against
Syed, including three counts of
rape of an unconscious or asleep
person, and one count each of
assault to commit rape, forcible
oral copulation and oral copulation of an unconscious person.
Syed remains in custody on $1.5
million bail and is scheduled to
appear in Department 31 of the
Airport Courthouse on Aug. 31.
BHPD Lt. Max Subin said
details of the investigation cannot
be released out of privacy con-

Suspect in alleged Hollywood hate crime sought

for blocking emergency access,
parking beyond time limits in colored curb zones and violating parking restrictions at city-owned lots.
Residents will not face parking
fine increases when failing to pay a
citation. Extended grace periods will
be allowed for violations in residential and commercial drop off or pick
up zones, and extensions have been
granted on all deadlines for payments. Temporary permits can be
printed at home for people who have
renewed permits but will not receive
a new hangtag before their current
permit expires.
Vehicles displaying recently
expired permits within preferential
parking districts will have a twoweek grace period following the
expiration to renew. For information,
visit ladot.lacity.org.

Police are asking for the public’s
help in identifying a man wanted
for allegedly robbing and assaulting two transgender women on
Hollywood Boulevard during the
early morning hours of Aug. 17.
Investigators hope a tip will lead
them to a suspect.
The crime occurred at approximately 2:15 a.m. when the suspect
approached a group of women in
the 6500 block of Hollywood
Boulevard and offered to buy them
items at a store. The suspect
refused to pay for the merchandise
and the victims walked away,
police said.
A short time later, the suspect,
armed with a metal bar, approached
one of the victims and demanded her
shoes and bracelet, police said. The
victim complied, but the suspect
grabbed her by the hand and forced
her to walk with him for a short dis-

photo courtesy of the LAPD

The alleged suspect wanted for
the robbery, assault and hate
crime in Hollywood was captured
on video.

tance before she broke free and fled.
The suspect then approached the
original group again and assaulted
one of the women with a bottle,
knocking her to the ground. The
victims are transgender women,

and the suspect made derogatory
remarks about their gender status,
making it a hate crime, police said.
Some members of the group captured video of the incident and
uploaded it to social media. Police
said the suspect is Black, approximately 25 years old, 6 feet tall and
180 pounds, with black hair and
brown eyes. He was wearing a
black tank top and black shorts.
Los Angeles City Councilman
Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District,
expressed concern about the
alleged crimes.
“I spoke with [LAPD Hollywood
Division] Capt. [Steve] Lurie and
he assured me that a full investigation has been launched and detectives are making significant
progress,” O’Farrell said in a tweet.
“My office will continue to monitor
the situation until there is full resolution.”
Anyone with information about
the alleged crime is urged to call
Detective R. Stogner, of the
Hollywood Division, at (213)9722934. During weekends and offhours, call the LAPD’s hotline at
(877)LAPD247.

Suspect arrested for alleged robbery on La Cienega
The Beverly Hills Police
Department has announced that
investigators have made an arrest in
a violent crime on July 15 in which
two suspects, one male and the other
female, allegedly robbed a female
cyclist on La Cienega Boulevard.
Detectives identified a vehicle

allegedly used in the crime using the
city’s closed circuit surveillance
cameras, which recorded a license
plate. One suspect, Jamilya Taylor,
19, of Los Angeles, was identified
and arrested. She posted $40,000
bail and is scheduled to appear in
court on robbery charges on Oct. 5.

An unknown male suspect remains
at large.
Anyone with information is
encouraged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125. Those wishing to
remain anonymous can text
BEVHILLSPD, followed by the tip
information, to 888777.
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Beverly Hills will light up for holiday season
n Capital improvements

budget approved
By cameron kiszla
In a unanimous vote on Aug. 18,
the Beverly Hills City Council
approved its fiscal year 2020-21
capital improvement program budget, which illustrates the effects of
the ongoing coronavirus pandemic
and its economic impact on the city.
The CIP budget was considered
separately from the rest of the city’s
budget, which was approved in
June. The council also voted earlier
this month to allocate $1.2 million
for the purchase and installation of
security cameras as part of the CIP
budget.
This year’s CIP budget is $73.8
million, though $15 million of that
is earmarked for the Metro Rodeo
Station North Portal Project, which
aims to install a station entrance
north of Wilshire Boulevard that
would provide easier access to the
Business Triangle – including
Rodeo Drive – for riders once the
Wilshire/Rodeo station is completed as part of the Purple Line
Extension.

Without that $15 million, the fiscal year 2020-21 CIP budget is
$58.8 million, almost $10 million
less than last year’s $68.5 million
budget.
In addition to that reduction,
Beverly Hills reduced last year’s
CIP budget by $24.4 million so that
$6 million could be put toward the
general fund. Impacted projects
included the Santa Monica
Boulevard Corridor project, which
was reduced by $8.3 million; $3
million for police facility upgrades;
and maintenance and improvements for Fire Station 3 that would
have cost $1 million.
However, the budget allows for
some maintenance and upgrades.
For instance, $650,000 will be set
aside for seismic rehabilitation for
the City Hall tower, with additional
funding expected in fiscal year
2021-22; $13 million will be used
to design and drill new groundwater
wells in the La Brea Basin; and $4
million will be used to rehabilitate
and waterproof the city’s concrete
parking facilities. Millions of dollars in funding is also available for
sidewalk, street, tree and water
main and hydrant repairs, replace-

Benedict Canyon resurfacing
The city of Los Angeles will
begin road work on Benedict
Canyon Drive next week.
From Tuesday, Aug. 25,
through Friday, Aug. 28, city of
Los Angeles crews will be resurfacing a portion of Benedict
Canyon Drive between Clear
View Drive on the north and

Delresto Drive on the south.
Traffic will be significantly
restricted in each direction during
the hours of 6:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
and the public is advised to use
Beverly Glen Boulevard as an
alternate route.
For information, visit streetsla.lacity.org.

ments and improvements.
Councilman John Mirisch, who
advocated for more cuts to the city’s
budget in June, said he supported
the CIP budget as it was presented,
as he did not see any overspending.
“A lot of it is maintenance, which
is important. It’s that old adage of
‘you can pay me now or pay me
later,’ and it’s all at a reasonable
level,” Mirisch said.
While only one year of the CIP
budget is approved at a time, city
staff also presented a five-year plan
that estimated how much funding is
expected in future years. Many of
the projects that saw reduced funding this fiscal year are expected to
receive more funding next fiscal
year, when many hope the economy
will have improved. Mayor Lester
Friedman, who served with Vice
Mayor Robert Wunderlich on the
council’s COVID-19 Budget Ad
Hoc
Committee,
referenced
Mirisch’s use of “pay me now or
pay me later” when explaining the
decision to plan for more funding
next year.
“It’s really ‘you can pay me now
or pay me more later,’ but we were
careful about not excluding payments for the future. We don’t want
to pay more later because we’re not
doing something now, and we were
very careful and considerate of
that,” Friedman said.
The council members also
praised city staff for their work in
adapting the CIP budget during the
coronavirus pandemic while keeping many city priorities funded,
such as expanding the city’s network of security cameras.
“I’m pleased to say that there are

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

While the crowds aren’t expected, Beverly Hills still aims to decorate the
city for the holiday season.

enhancements here that we know
are important, especially those surrounding public safety … all
embedded in this capital budget,”
Councilman Julian Gold said.
Also included in the budget was
$1.3 million for holiday decorations
and decorative lighting, which several business owners and advocates
for local retailers supported during
the public comment portion of the
meeting. The original budget for the
decorations and lighting was $1.8
million, but with changes to Metro
construction, the city will not have
to spend $200,000 to relocate its
Santa pole that is typically part of
the holiday celebrations. In addition, city staff “also determined that
current Los Angeles County
Department of Health regulations
make it unlikely that large gatherings of any kind will be permitted
in 2020,” allowing the city to save
$300,000 on a holiday stage show
event, according to the staff report.

Despite the challenges posed by
COVID-19, the retailers said the
lights could continue to attract
shoppers later this year, even if
pedestrian activity is limited and
people could only see the lights and
decorations from their cars.
“We feel the lighting of our city
could be more important this year
than in any year that we’ve had it,”
said Todd Johnson, president and
CEO of the Beverly Hills Chamber
of Commerce.
Several retailers added that the
lights and decorations could provide
an emotional lift for people during a
difficult time, a sentiment echoed by
Councilwoman Lili Bosse.
“Now more than ever, we need to
show that Beverly Hills is open,
we’re resilient, we’re safe and welcoming. We can’t go dark … As we
hit the holiday season and as we
begin a new year ahead, we do it
with light and brightness and positivity,” Bosse said.
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Beverly Hills to consider street upgrades
n Subway leads to

focus on pedestrians
with ‘Connect BH’
By cameron kiszla
“Connect Beverly Hills: Meet Me
on Wilshire and La Cienega,” the
city’s initiative to develop design
standards and streetscape plans for
Wilshire and La Cienega boulevards,
will be led by the city’s Traffic and
Parking Commission, the City
Council decided on Aug. 18.
The streets are expected to see
major changes when two subway
stations, Wilshire/La Cienega and
Wilshire/Rodeo, open in 2023 and
2025, respectively, and bring an
influx of pedestrians.
During the council’s study session on Aug. 18, city staff and Nat
Gale of the consulting firm Toole
Design had proposed that the city’s
Planning Commission could handle
the project, as land use will be a
major component of the coming
discussions. Gale added that

approximately 20% of space along
Wilshire and La Cienega boulevards is surface parking lots, which
can create “dead space” for pedestrians, while unique architecture,
historic buildings and public art can
make these corridors more inviting.
“This provides an opportunity to
really put people first on Wilshire
and La Cienega boulevards,” Gale
said.
The council members, however,
said transportation will be a primary
concern for the streetscape
redesign, making the Traffic and
Parking Commission a better fit for
the four public meetings that will be
held. One major consideration for
“Connect Beverly Hills” is a potential mobility hub at Wilshire
Boulevard and North Gale Drive,
which is two blocks from the intersection of Wilshire and La Cienega
boulevards. That mobility hub
could include “passenger drop-off
and pick-up [areas], shuttle connections and long-term bicycle parking,” according to the staff report.
“We’re talking less about land-

Notable quotes
“This truly is a homecoming for me. It was here, in this City of
Angels, on a warm summer night forty years ago, that America first
looked across the New Frontier,
A New Frontier, as my brother said, where there were ‘unsolved
problems ..., unconquered pockets of ignorance and prejudice; unanswered questions of poverty and surplus.’
Will we dare to dream of a far horizon — or will we look inward;
look backward; lower our sights and narrow our vision?
If you believe that prosperity is a challenge to do better — that we
have to seize this extraordinary moment to make progress in providing
decent, quality health care that all Americans can afford.
If you believe that we must provide access to health care for all our
children … provide access to prescription drugs for all our seniors …
and assure for all our citizens that medical decisions be made by doctors and nurses and not by [insurance companies.]
Then this is your convention. This is your cause. This is not the time
to play partisan games with human health.
And I ask you to dedicate yourself to elect Al Gore as the next
President and of the United States.”
Edward M. Kennedy
Remarks by Senator Edward M. Kennedy at the Democratic
National Convention, August 16, 2000
Los Angeles, California
Kennedy served as a United States Senator for Massachusetts from
1962-2009

(source: “Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations”)

Garcetti names new deputy
mayor for homelessness
On Aug. 11, Los Angeles
Mayor Eric Garcetti named longtime homelessness services
advocate and provider Jose
“Che” Ramirez as the new
deputy mayor for city homelessness initiatives.
With more than a decade of
experience in this field in both
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
Ramirez will oversee the
mayor’s agenda to construct temporary shelters, build supportive
and affordable housing, deliver
vital services and bring homeless
Angelenos indoors.
Before joining the city,
Ramirez was the executive director of the St. Anthony Foundation
in San Francisco, where he took
the helm of a landmark institution’s work to feed, clothe, serve
and house homeless residents
from the surrounding community.
Previously, Ramirez served as

executive director and chief operating officer at St. Francis Center
in Downtown Los Angeles,
where he led programs to connect people experiencing homelessness to housing, employment,
medical needs and referral services.
Prior to joining SFC, Ramirez
was job development director for
the Boys & Girls Club in Oxnard.
Ramirez replaces Christina
Miller as deputy mayor, carrying
on her leadership in starting the A
Bridge Home program; implementing
voter-approved
Proposition HHH and Measure
H; dedicating new resources to
Skid Row; securing unprecedented state investments in local
homelessness solutions; and
instituting rapid COVID-19
response initiatives like Project
Roomkey, emergency homeless
shelters and isolation and quarantine hotels and motels.

use provisions … and more about
mobility,” Councilwoman Lili
Bosse said.
Councilman Julian Gold pointed
out that the Planning Commission is
likely to also have to consider several large development projects at
the same time, and he was worried
about spreading the commissioners
too thin.
“It seems to me that we’re asking
an awful lot of them … I’m skeptical that they’re going to be able to
accomplish it all,” Gold said.
However, because land use will
be a consideration, the council
members suggested that an ad hoc
committee could be formed or the
Planning Commission could furnish
liaisons to ensure that all issues are
considered.
“There are integrated concepts
here. I could picture having a representative or two from the Planning
Commission serving in some sort of
capacity as well,” Vice Mayor
Robert Wunderlich said.
Councilman John Mirisch also
made clear that the residents of the
areas near Wilshire and La Cienega
boulevards must have their interests
represented and quality of life protected. His suggestion was echoed
by Wunderlich and Mayor Lester
Friedman.
“I’d like to hear their voice and
give them an amplified voice … It’s
right in their wheelhouse and backyard, and I think we need to figure
out a way to do that … I think livability has to be part of this as well,”
Mirisch said.
“I think we need to be sure that
we have residents and users of the
area be involved,” Friedman added.

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

“Connect Beverly Hills” wants to use public art installations to make
Wilshire and La Cienega boulevards more attractive for subway riders.

Because Metro was able to accelerate construction of the Purple
Line Extension during the reduced
traffic and business closures during
the coronavirus pandemic, Beverly
Hills is looking to move quickly on
“Connect Beverly Hills” and other
Metro-related matters. Susan Healy
Keene, the city’s community development director, said Beverly Hills
needs to decide on its choices for
the North Portal – a separate
entrance for the Wilshire/Rodeo
station that would be on the north
side of Wilshire Boulevard to provide easier access to the Business
Triangle – by the end of October.
Deputy Director of Transportation
Aaron Kunz added the design standards for the area around the
Wilshire/La Cienega station need to
be finalized by early- to mid-2021.
“Because the project has been
sped up through COVID and the
ability for Metro to move a little bit

faster … everything has sped up.
We want to make sure we have the
ability to weigh in,” Keene said.
The city is seeking input from
residents and stakeholders at connect.beverlyhills.org, where a 10minute Design Elements Preference
Survey asks about preferred “types
and styles of streetscape amenities
[and] what types of transportation,
design and informational elements
should be provided at a potential
future Gale Mobility Hub at
Wilshire Boulevard/North Gale
Drive,” according to a release from
the Beverly Hills Transportation
Planning and Traffic Engineering
Division.
Draft concept designs are expected to be presented for public review
this fall, according to the release.
For
information,
visit
connect.beverlyhills.org,
email
transportation@beverlyhills.org or
call (310)285-1128.
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WeHo Chevron to get car wash, convenience store
n City Council denies

appeal of Planning
Commission approval
By laura coleman
The West Hollywood City
Council failed to be swayed by City
Council candidate Jerome Cleary’s
appeal regarding the Planning
Commission’s approval to redevelop the Chevron service stationanchored parcel at 1107 N. La
Cienega Blvd. The council voted 31-1 at its Aug. 17 meeting to allow
the owner to move forward with
redeveloping the site, which is
located on the northwest corner of
La Cienega Boulevard and
Holloway Drive.
Councilwoman Lauren Meister
was the lone no vote to allow the
project to proceed, citing her concern about negative environmental
impacts. Mayor Pro Tempore John
Heilman abstained from the vote
due to the proximity of his residence to the project.
“After reviewing the entire record,
staff finds that the appellant did not
provide any new evidence or documentation of errors or identify any
unsupported findings substantiating
the basis of the appeal as required by
the West Hollywood Municipal
Code,” Senior Planner Antonio
Castillo said in recommending that
the council deny the appeal.
The proposed project, which was
unanimously approved by the
Planning Commission on March 5,
includes the demolition of the
1,724-square-foot Chevron service
station building with a 24-hour convenience store and automobile
repair service. The proposed new
construction includes a 2,584square-foot, two-tenant commercial
building with a 24-hour convenience store that will sell beer and
wine. Additionally, the project
includes the construction of an
attached 900-square-foot automated
car wash facility.
“Specifically, the appellant
opposes the approval of the project
based on the assertions that the project does not adequately address
traffic mitigation measures; adds

unnecessary additional beer and
wine sales to the vicinity; did not
follow proper public noticing and
Planning Commission approval
procedures; does not comply with
environmental regulations; and that
onsite parking is insufficient to support the proposed operation,” the
Aug. 17 staff report stated.
As part of the project, the site will
include 13 new trees, perimeter
landscape planters and other accessibility improvements to the public
right-of-way, in addition to restriping the parking spaces. The existing
service pumps, underground gasoline tanks and canopy will remain
operational.
Before the council vote, staff
spoke with the applicant team who
agreed to remove the easternmost
driveway along Holloway Drive as
a condition of approval. To further
lessen the anticipated traffic
impacts, the applicant also agreed to
restrict access to the landscaped
area at the westernmost property
line.
“This location will be a beautiful
addition to the city and one that
meets all the findings that are necessary under the city code,” said attorney Stephen Jamieson on behalf of
property owner Ben Pouldar.
In anticipation of the meeting, the
council received 16 emails, 13 of
which opposed the project.
“I am alarmed at what I hear is
proposed for the Chevron station
site. How will the addition of three
businesses that have never been
there before not egregiously impact
a notoriously dangerous intersection at La Cienega and Holloway
where serious car accidents have
occurred including six fatalities? I
am against the project as proposed,
and hope that the council will see
the irreparable damage it will cause
to our community. Allowing the
addition of these new businesses to
the site will make the neighborhood’s main problems, noise and
traffic, worse,” wrote resident
Helene Shapiro, who is a member
of the HOA Board at Empire West.
Callers during public comment at
the meeting were mixed, with
roughly half supporting the project
and one resident noting: “The com-

West Hollywood City Council
gives itself a raise
By laura coleman
While salary increases may be
elusive for the bulk of Americans
as the COVID-19 pandemic
enters its sixth month, on Aug.
17, the West Hollywood City
Council voted 4-1 to give the five
council members a 15% salary
bump.
“I think in this time when
we’ve asked our staff to furlough
and we’re focusing on how we
can manage our budgets, I just
don’t think that increase is going
to make or break any sort of situation for us, but it could make a
big difference for the services and
residents that we’re here to serve,
so I’m going to vote no,” said
Mayor Lindsey Horvath, the lone
no vote.
Had the council not approved
the item at its meeting this week,
council members would not have
been eligible for raises until after
the next general election.
“In consideration of the
increases in the cost of living
since 2017, staff recommends an

increase to City Council compensation,” stated the staff report.
The extra $185 a month, which
increases council members’
monthly salary from $1,237 to
$1,422, aggregates to a combined
annual total of an additional
$11,100 more a year. Until the
raise goes into effect, council
members will continue to earn an
annual salary of $14,844, in addition to receiving allowances of
$150 per month for telephone
and internet access and $100 per
month for miscellaneous office
and transportation expenses, for a
total of $3,000 per year. Council
members also receive medical
contributions and other health
and welfare benefits, as well as
reimbursements for expenses
incurred in the course of
approved city business.
Horvath said she would be
open to not taking the raise for
herself.
In anticipation of the meeting,
the council received three digital
See Raise page 21

munity needs another car wash.”
Cleary, who filed his appeal on
March 16, detailed his concerns that
the car wash would greatly increase
traffic in the area. After visiting
another car wash owned by Pouldar
three times, he said he always
observed long lines of cars, some
taking over parking spaces.
“Are we to believe that suddenly
they’re going to wave a magic wand
and be great business owners?”
Cleary questioned. “No. I don’t
believe it at all.”
Pouldar told the council that the
forthcoming car wash would be
automated and able to process
approximately 20 cars per hour with

photo courtesy of Google Maps

The service bays at the Chevron on La Cienega Boulevard will be eliminated to make way for a convenience store and car wash.

each car going through in around
three minutes.
The property will continue to
operate as a gas station with the
existing gas pumps and canopy

remaining, but the automobile service bays will be eliminated. In
addition to the convenience store
and car wash, the new building will
have space for another small shop.
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City takes aim at properties hosting house parties
n Service is shut off

at residence as
long-term measures
are considered
By edwin folven
In response to large parties at rented houses in the Hollywood Hills in
violation of public health orders during the COVID-19 pandemic, Los
Angeles City Councilmen Paul
Koretz, 5th District, and David Ryu,
4th District, are partnering on a plan
to place new limits on short-term
rentals often used to host the gatherings.
The councilmen introduced a
motion on Aug. 12 that would prohibit short-term home-sharing
rentals citywide in residences with
more than six habitable rooms and a
total of 3,000 square feet. The new
plan would also limit short-term
rentals to 10 guests per site, and
would prohibit valet and catering
services, live entertainment, amplified music and DJs, tents and dance
floors at the properties.
Ryu has been trying to rein in loud
and disruptive parties in the
Hollywood Hills for several years
and spearheaded a law in place since
2018 that allows the city to cite and
fine property owners of problematic
residences, as well as people renting
the homes and hosting parties. The
new approach would take the
restrictions a step further by limiting
the number of people and what they
can do in short-term rentals.
“This is another key step in shut-

ting down problem house parties
and keeping people safe,” Ryu said.
“We must go further to keep homesharing safe during the COVID-19
pandemic and stop homeowners
who rent out their home to party promoters. I’m proud to join
Councilmember Koretz in bringing
this legislation forward.”
Koretz, who like Ryu also represents a large portion of the
Hollywood Hills, said the parties
during the pandemic are dangerous
to the public. He cited a large party
at a mansion in the Beverly Crest
area on Mulholland Drive on Aug. 3
where a woman was shot to death
and others were injured, as well as
large disruptive gatherings at shortterm rentals throughout the city.
“I think things are out of control
and it’s one of the things that could
impact our ability to fight off the
coronavirus by taking logical steps
until we have medications or vaccines that we know will work.
Anywhere where we are generating
significant spread flies in the face of
that effort,” Koretz said. “We are
seeing some giant parties that are
large enough to see by news helicopters with hundreds of people
attending, and we are also having
some middle-level ones where you
might have 50 to 100 people in
somebody’s backyard without it
being a 20,000-square-foot mansion. I think we need to take all
short-term rentals into account,
because many of these [parties] are
held at those properties. We are talking about banning short-term rentals
of the kind that would generate that

type of party.”
The motion was introduced last
week but has yet to be assigned to a
City Council committee, according
to Koretz’s spokeswoman Ali
Simard. However, there is an
urgency clause in the motion that
calls for it to be considered as soon
as possible, and allows an interim
control ordinance to be implemented
immediately once council approval
is granted.
“The [interim control ordinance]
starts by making sure large homes
can’t be rented to too many people at
the same time,” Koretz said.
The motion is among steps being
taken to address the parties. After the
party in Beverly Crest, Mayor Eric
Garcetti authorized the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power to
shut off service to homes where
repeated violations from parties
have been documented. The Los
Angeles Police Department’s
Hollywood Division also has a dedicated unit assigned to address loud
parties on weekends, and officers are
responding to complaints and proactively looking for disruptive gatherings.
On Aug. 19, Garcetti announced
that the LADWP disconnected service at a house in the Hollywood
Hills that had been the site of two
large parties in August. The LAPD
visited the property when the parties
occurred and two warnings were
issued before the LADWP shut off
service.
“With more than 2,000 Angelenos
– and over 170,000 Americans – lost
to COVID-19, we need every resi-
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The city is looking at more ways to rein in house parties in the Hollywood
Hills, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic.

dent to undertake critical safeguards
to stop the spread of this virus. That
includes not hosting or attending
parties that put themselves, their
neighbors and many others at risk,”
Garcetti said. “Despite several warnings, this house has turned into a
nightclub in the hills, hosting large
gatherings in flagrant violation of
our public health orders. The city

has now disconnected utilities at this
home to stop these parties that
endanger our community. If we wish
to reopen more businesses, return
our kids to school or get back to our
normal lives, we must continue to
wear masks, wash our hands frequently and as we’re emphasizing
today, avoid gathering with others.
All of these actions save lives.”

13th District grants still available
Los Angeles City Councilman
Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District, and
the city’s Economic and Workforce
Development Department have
announced that the application deadline has been extended through
11:59 p.m. on Aug. 21 for the 13th
District Small Business Grant
Program.
O’Farrell allocated $1 million in
discretionary funding to kickstart the
grant program to assist small busi-

nesses in the 13th District affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic. The
program is for businesses in the 13th
District that have three to 26
employees. The program will be
administered in partnership with
EWDD. For a link to the application,
visit cd13.com. Acelera Financial is
providing technical assistance about
the application process. For information, call Acelera at (213)410-5099,
or email ta@acelerafinancial.com.

ALL YOU CAN EAT HOT CAKES - $7.95!
WEEKDAYS 6AM-9AM!
Add Bacon or
Turkey Links - $2.95
Add 2 Eggs - $3.95

Dine in Only!
Follow Us!
@duparsfm

6333 W. 3rd St. at the Farmers Market
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

Frances@Dupars-psr.com
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Vote in tunneling machine art and naming contest
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Hauling and deliveries are ongoing at the construction staging yards
at Wilshire/La Brea, the site of a future subway station.

Gale Drive closure planned
north of Wilshire Boulevard
Work on the Purple Line
Extension subway project continues at many locations along
Wilshire Boulevard, including in
Beverly Hills, where a new closure will begin next week.
From Monday, Aug. 24,
through Friday, Aug. 28, Gale
Drive will be closed daily from 4
a.m. to 6 p.m. north of Wilshire
Boulevard. The closure will support surface investigation work
on Gale Drive for the installation
of an underground utility vault.
The vault installation will occur
at a later date and additional
information will be provided.
Metro has announced an
upcoming webinar on subway
construction in Beverly Hills on
Wednesday, Sept. 2, from noon to
1 p.m. The online meeting
replaces a monthly evening meeting normally held in-person at
Beverly Hills City Hall. To listen
to the presentation, call (213)2791001, and use the ID: 283 641 45#.
Phone participants will not be able
to participate in a Q&A session
during the webinar. Those with
questions can call (213)922-6934,
or email purplelineext@metro.net
at least 24 hours ahead of the
webinar. For information, visit
metro.net/projects/notices/events_
purpleline.
Other subway construction in
Beverly Hills includes work at the
future Wilshire/Rodeo station,
where excavation is occurring
through the first quarter of 2021.
There will also be intermittent
lane closures on Wilshire
Boulevard between Stanley Drive
and San Vicente Boulevard.
Near Wilshire/La Cienega, station construction, material deliveries and instrumentation continues. Work is being conducted 24hours in the staging yards at
Wilshire/La
Cienega
and
Wilshire/Gale. Intermittent lane
reductions, turn restrictions and
sidewalk closures may be in place
to support instrumentation work,
road restoration and utility maintenance.
A K-rail enclosure at
Wilshire/Gale will be in place
through Aug. 22. An additional
K-rail work zone will be installed
in the center lanes of the
Wilshire/San Vicente intersection. The enclosure is expected to
be in place for approximately
two months and will support tunnel and mitigation work underneath Wilshire Boulevard. All
left turns will be restricted in the
intersection.
Farther
east,
Wilshire
Boulevard will be reduced to two

lanes in each direction between
San Diego Way and Spaulding
Avenue through next summer.
Utility and tunnel investigation
work will also be occurring at
Wilshire Boulevard and La Jolla
Avenue.
A work zone at the southwest
corner of Wilshire Boulevard and
Fairfax
Avenue
supports
appendage construction immediately adjacent to the future
Wilshire/Fairfax subway station.
Station construction, hauling and
concrete pouring also continues in
the staging area on Wilshire
Boulevard between Ogden Drive
and Orange Grove Avenue. Ogden
Drive will be closed intermittently
Monday through Saturday at
Wilshire Boulevard. Orange
Grove Avenue remains closed
south of Wilshire Boulevard
through January 2022. Intermittent
lane closures may be in place to
support deck panel maintenance
and soil investigation in the
Wilshire/Fairfax station area.
Through Friday, Aug. 28,
Wilshire Boulevard will be
reduced to a single lane in each
direction between Burnside and
Spaulding avenues. The traffic
control supports construction of
cross passages between the two
underground subway tunnels.
Near Wilshire/La Brea, hauling
and deliveries to and from the
construction staging yards continues. Material deliveries and
underground construction support
are also ongoing.
Sycamore Avenue will be
closed for a 100-foot stretch north
of Wilshire Boulevard through
Thursday, Aug. 27, to support
work on an underground water
line. From Friday, Aug. 28,
through Saturday, Feb. 27, 2021,
Wilshire Boulevard to be reduced
to two lanes in each direction
between Detroit and June streets,
and Orange Drive will be closed
north of Wilshire Boulevard to
support the construction of station
appendages adjacent to the
Wilshire/La Brea station.
Tunneling support and street
maintenance work is also ongoing near Wilshire/Western. Work
is occurring 24-hours at a staging
yard just west of the intersection
of Wilshire Boulevard and
Western Avenue. Northbound
Manhattan Place will be closed
intermittently just north of
Wilshire Boulevard.
For questions and concerns,
call the 24-hour project hotline at
(213)922-6934, email the project
team at purplelineext@metro.net,
or visit metro.net.

Metro has announced the selected
entries for the Purple Line Extension
Section 3 Tunnel Boring Machine
Art and Naming Contest, and is asking the public to vote on the finalists
through Aug. 31.
The two machines will dig the
final tunnels on the western section
of the Purple Line Extension project
between West Los Angeles and
Century City. The first tunneling
machine is currently being assembled at the West Los Angeles
Veterans Administration Hospital
Campus at the western end of the
new line. The second TBM will be
assembled this fall.
Tradition calls for the tunneling
machines to be named and adorned
with artwork before beginning excavation. A panel of community leaders helped select the finalists, who
were required to either be UCLA
employees, students or alumni, or
veterans and VA Administration
employees. The judges included Los
Angeles City Councilman Paul
Koretz, 5th District; Alek
Bartrosouf, mobility deputy for
Councilman Mike Bonin, 11th
District; Renee Fortier, executive
director of UCLA Events and
Transportation; Andrew Thomas,
executive director of the Westwood
Village Improvement Association;
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The first of two tunneling machines that will excavate the final section of
the Purple Line Extension subway project is currently being assembled.

and Anthony Allman, director of
outreach for Vets Advocacy.
The art contest finalists were
selected by Metro’s Community
Relations Team. The names and artwork were chosen based on originality and community significance.
The finalists for the TBM naming
contest are “Angela,” submitted by
Presley Moreno of UCLA; “Josie,”
submitted by Andy Pei, of UCLA;
and “Aura”, submitted by Derik De

Baun, of UCLA. The artworks are
titled “Iris,” submitted by Claire
O’Hanlon of Veterans Affairs;
“Heddy,” submitted by Lindsay
Winters, of Veterans Affairs, and
“Shoshana,” submitted by Sidney,
of Veterans Affairs.
To view the artworks and vote, visit
thesource.metro.net/2020/08/17/votefor-tunnel-boring-machine-artworkand-names-for-purple-d-line-extension-section-3.

Project brings improvements to Fifth and Sixth streets
Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
celebrated the completion of the
Fifth
and
Sixth
Street
Improvements Project, bringing
new dedicated bus and bike lanes
and pedestrian safety improvements to two major thoroughfares
in downtown Los Angeles.
“Coming back stronger from
COVID-19 means investing in the
core pillars of a healthier, more
equitable and more prosperous Los
Angeles,” Garcetti said. “The public health crisis is our number one
priority right now, but that work
hasn’t stopped us from getting back
to the basics, and the Fifth and
Sixth Street Improvements Project
shows us moving full speed ahead
on major upgrades to our streets
and greater sustainability in the
heart of our city.”
The project improvements are
located along Fifth and Sixth streets
between Flower Street and Central
Avenue. They include dedicated
bus lanes to enhance service and
efficiency for transit users; protected bike lanes enabling safer eastwest travel; and improved road surfaces and restriped lanes.
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New bike and bus lanes are included in the street improvement project.

Fifth and Sixth streets are listed
as priority corridors in the Metro
NextGen Bus Plan as roads that
would benefit most from bus speed
improvements based on congestion
and ridership metrics. Combined,
the two corridors are currently used
by 150 buses per hour.
“These dedicated bus and bike

lanes will become a real game
changer for the region and for the
way Metro serves the downtown
area,” Metro CEO Phillip A.
Washington said. “We expect bus
speeds to improve up to 30% and
greatly enhance the customer experience through better reliability.”
For information, visit metro.net.

Council members seek stronger vote recusal policy
Los Angeles City Council
President Nury Martinez and
Councilmen David Ryu, Paul
Krekorian and Mike Bonin recently
introduced a motion to root out corruption in City Hall by expanding
the type of conflicts requiring city
officials to recuse themselves from
taking action or casting votes.
The council members’ motion,
which highlights a policy used by
the
Los
Angeles
County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority, seeks a higher standard
of recusals and conflict-of-interest
rules.
“Our goal as a City Council is to
restore public trust in city government,” said Martinez, 6th District.
“There are two ways to do that.
One, all public officials must act

with integrity. Two, the city’s rules,
laws and procedures must be effective and transparent. The first
requires personal commitment.
[This] motion is in pursuit of the
second. I look forward to hearing
the Ethics Commission recommendations as we work to restore the
public’s trust in our city government.”
“This recusal model could be
implemented quickly and have an
immediate chilling effect on the
pay-to-play politics that are far too
common in City Hall,” added Ryu,
4th District. “This motion would
make clear to every real estate
developer and moneyed interest
that votes cannot be bought. This is
just one of many reforms we are
pushing forward to combat corrup-

tion in City Hall.”
Krekorian also cited the Metro
recusal model, one of the strictest in
the state. It requires members to
withhold from voting on any item
that could affect an individual or
organization that has given them a
campaign contribution. Metro staff
reviews each members’ history of
received contributions and crossreferences them against items up for
a vote in committee or at board
meetings. If any potential conflictof-interest arises, that member is
required to recuse themselves.
“Serving on the Metro board, I’ve
seen how effective a very strong
conflict of interest policy can be in
ensuring the public’s confidence in
an agency’s integrity,” said
Krekorian, 2nd District.
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Los Angeles Zoo plans reopening on Aug. 26
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U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff said the changes proposed by the Trump
administration will negatively affect mail-in voting.

Schiff applauds delay on USPS
changes but says fight isn’t over
U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff (DCA)
and
California
Assemblywoman
Laura
Friedman (D-Glendale) came
together for a press conference at
the Bob Hope Post Office in
Burbank on Aug. 18 to highlight
how cuts in service instituted by
Postmaster General Louis DeJoy
are significantly delaying mail
delivery and negatively impacting constituents, including veterans and local small business
owners.
DeJoy announced on Aug. 18
that the changes would not be
implemented until after the Nov.
3 election. Twenty states have
sued the federal government over
the changes.
“At this moment, we’re seeing
a fierce and deliberate attack on
the postal service from the president of the United States and his
Postmaster General Louis DeJoy.
The postmaster general has
ordered sweeping new restric-

tions limiting overtime, removing sorting machines and removing collection boxes that are
resulting in far worse service for
Americans, sometimes disastrously so,” Schiff said. “DeJoy
announced he is suspending
these initiatives until after the
election, a direct result of the
public pressure. This is welcome
news, and shows that public
activism and Congressional
oversight work, even when
Trump and his lackeys are
shameless. But we have a ways
to go, because these policies
need to be reversed, not just suspended.”
Schiff shared stories from constituents, including veterans and
small business owners, who have
been negatively impacted by
mail delivery delays. Schiff’s
office has recently received over
4,000 emails and calls about the
changes at the USPS. For information, visit schiff.house.gov.

The Los Angeles Zoo is planning
to reopen on Wednesday, Aug. 26,
after being closed since March 13
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
During the closure, zoo administrators worked to create a safe,
modified reopening experience for
guests that conforms with the Los
Angeles County Department of
Public Health’s safety protocols.
The county’s rules for zoos include
operating at a limited capacity, having timed-ticketed entry, closing
indoor and high-touch spaces,
requiring face coverings and
installing supplemental signage
throughout the property.
An online, reservation-based
ticketing system for all visitors and
members will be used at the Los
Angeles Zoo. General admission
and member reservations are available by visiting lazoo.org/reopening.
“By the time we reopen our gates
on Aug. 26, the L.A. Zoo will have
been closed to our community for
an unprecedented 166 days,” said
Denise M. Verret, CEO and director of the Los Angeles Zoo. “The
world has changed over the last
several months, and so has your
Los Angeles Zoo. You will notice
enhanced protocols and procedures
onsite to ensure the health and safety of all guests, staff and animals.
We are thrilled to be able to yet
again provide our community with
an outdoor, enriching experience
that connects people with nature
and the animals in our care.”
In addition to the online ticketing
system, guests can expect enhanced

photo by Jamie Pham

The Los Angeles Zoo has taken steps to ensure the health and safety of
staff, visitors and the animals.

cleaning procedures for high-contact surfaces and restrooms, hand
sanitizer stations throughout the
zoo, new traffic flow indicators,
and markers and barriers to promote physical distancing. Hightouch areas such as Papiano
Playpark, the contact yard at the
Winnick Family Children’s Zoo
and the Tom Mankiewicz
Conservation Carousel will remain
closed. Some other indoor and
enclosed exhibits may also be
closed, and in-person talks, presentations and events have been suspended. Face coverings are
required for all zoo staff and guests.
The Los Angeles Zoo is accredited by the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums. It is located in Griffith
Park at the junction of the Ventura
(134) and Golden State (5) free-

ways. For information,
lazoo.org/reopening.

visit

photo by Jamie Pham

Hand-sanitizing stations will be
available throughout the grounds
of the Los Angeles Zoo.

tiMe for a Backyard

Hey Kids!
What’s your FAVORITE Du-par’s dish?
Use COLORFUL markers, crayons, or paints!

Brighten up summer with our
MaUi-wowie decorations!
Paper Goods • Decorations
Balloons • Banners • Centerpieces • Piñatas & MORE!

Submit your artwork for a chance to win
a Kid’s Meal, Shake, Sundae or slice of Pie!
Your drawing might be featured on our Instagram!

Entries must be no larger than 8-1/2” X 11” email Frances@dupars-psr.com or bring it in!
Age Categories: Pres-school - age 7; ages 8-10; ages 11-13

HURRY IN!
SALE ENDS
SOON!
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OFF
Sale Merchandise
COME BROWSE AROUND!!

5969 Melrose Ave. (corner of Wilcox)
(323)467-7124

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

In the Original Farmers Market
3rd & Fairfax
(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447 •
Frances@dupars-psr.com
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Ryu seeks more options for
rent and utility debt relief
Los Angeles City Councilman
David Ryu, 4th District, introduced a motion on Aug. 18 to
relieve rent and utility debt
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The plan would allow tenants who are unable to pay rent or
utility bills to the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power
during the COVID-19 pandemic
to have the debt forgiven.
“Since the early days of this
pandemic, I have warned of an
impending debt crisis among
renters,” Ryu said. “If we don’t
deal with this crisis now, it will
create an avalanche of homelessness and a generation of people
buried in debt, and Los Angeles
will pay the price for decades to
come.”
In March, Los Angeles Mayor
Eric Garcetti ordered a moratorium on evictions and water and
power shut-offs at households
financially impacted by COVID19. Ryu also introduced legislation that was later approved to
freeze all rent and utility bill
increases.
In Los Angeles County, 1.2
million unemployment claims
have been filed since the start of
the COVID-19 public health
emergency, according to the
California Policy Lab. Ryu pointed to a new report from the
UCLA Luskin Institute on
Inequality and Democracy that
estimates approximately 75% of
Los Angeles workers without
income are renters – approxi-

mately 449,000 individuals.
Without action to address the
growing rental debt burden, up to
120,000 households could
become homeless, according to
the UCLA report.
The motion asks the city to
explore lending options with the
Federal Reserve’s Municipal
Liquidity Facility program – part
of the federal CARES Act – to
fund the city’s debt relief proposal. The MLF can purchase shortterm notes from state and local
governments to help them manage cash flow shortfalls resulting
from decreased revenue, continue normal government operations and fund obligations. The
MLF has not been used to fund
rent or debt relief programs,
which is an option Ryu hopes can
be considered.
The motion, seconded by
Councilman Marqueece HarrisDawson, 8th District, follows the
City Council’s support for the
federal Rent and Mortgage
Cancellation Act, a bill introduced in the U.S. Congress.
“This is a national crisis that
Trump and Senate Republicans
could end if they gave a damn,”
Ryu added. “But until they do,
Los Angeles should take this debt
off the shoulders of renters. At
the end of the day, the city is in a
much better position to manage
debt than your average working
family.”
For
information,
visit
davidryu.lacity.org.

Lawmakers continue to gain
support for state wealth tax
Assemblyman Miguel Santiago
(D-Los Angeles) recently joined
Assemblyman Rob Bonta (DOakland) and more than a dozen
fellow lawmakers in introducing
legislation that would establish a
first-in-the-nation tax on net worth.
The proposed wealth tax would
generate an estimated $7.5 billion
per year for needs like education,
housing, health care and other state
services.
“We have people better off than
they were before the pandemic, and
others who are on the brink of losing it all,” Santiago said. “We cannot just sit back and turn a blind eye.
We are at a very critical point in
time where if we don’t start putting
dollars where our values are, we
will see unprecedented devastation
in our communities. We need people to start pulling their own weight
here, and it starts with the ultrarich.”
“The California Wealth Tax
would add critically needed revenue
for California by creating a more
equitable tax structure,” Bonta said.
“Families are hurting right now.
COVID-19 has only made matters
worse. In times of crisis, all
Californians must step up and contribute their fair share. Asking these
well-resourced Californians to give
a little more to keep our people
working and support our most vulnerable is the right thing to do.”
The California Wealth Tax (AB
2088 as amended) would apply a
0.4% tax on the portion of a taxpayer’s net worth that exceeds $30 million (approximately 30,400 people).
During the COVID-19 pandemic,
California has been forced to shut

We are at a very
critical point in time
where if we don’t
start putting dollars
where our values
are, we will see
unprecedented
devastation in our
communities.”
-Assemblyman Miguel
Santiago (D-Los Angeles)
down many parts of its economy,
creating a $54 billion dollar budget
deficit in the previous and current
budget years.
Gov. Gavin Newsom signed the
2020-21 state budget into law,
enacting a $134 billion general fund
spending plan that attempts to manage the significant budget shortfall
through a combination of reserves,
available federal funds, temporary
revenues, internal borrowing and
deferred payments. The budget also
includes $14 billion in spending
cuts and delayed payments that
would be rolled back if the state
receives substantial federal fiscal
relief. The budget does not include
any substantial new revenue.
AB 2088 is co-sponsored by the
California Federation of Teachers,
SEIU California and the
California Teachers Association.
For information, visit leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClien
t.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB20
88.

State bill will fight food insecurity during pandemic
Assemblyman Miguel Santiago
(D-Los Angeles) joined representatives from the Los Angeles Regional
Food Bank and the Coalition for
Humane Immigrant Rights on Aug.
17 to advocate for the passage of AB
826, a bill he authored that will provide six months of emergency food
assistance
to
low-income
Californians struggling financially
due to COVID-19, regardless of
legal status.
“Every week, I have personally
seen thousands of people line up at
midnight, while most people should
be sleeping, just to get milk and
eggs for their families,” Santiago
said. “The Los Angeles Regional
Food Bank has doubled the amount
of people they are serving since the
pandemic hit, and food banks across
the state are experiencing similar
increases. There’s a serious desperation for low-income people who
are struggling to pay for groceries.
As leaders in the region, we have a
responsibility to do something
about it and that is why we are fighting to provide food assistance for
those who need it the most, regardless of immigration status.”
Co-sponsored by the Coalition
for Humane Immigrant Rights Los
Angeles, the California Association
of Food Banks and the Western
Center on Law and Poverty, the bill
will allocate each qualified applicant $300 per month, and up to

photo courtesy of Assemblyman Miguel Santiago’s office

Assemblyman Miguel Santiago highlighted legislation that would provide
financial help to pay for groceries to low-income individuals.

$600 per household, to use for purchasing groceries.
“COVID-19 does not discriminate,” said Angelica Salas, executive director of CHIRLA.
“However, immigrants and communities of color are more likely to suffer from underlying health conditions. Furthermore, communities of
color and immigrants have disproportionately been affected by losing
their jobs or lives to COVID-19. A
key consequence of this virus is
lack of food security for immigrant
families. AB 826 seeks to provide

WeHo reopens parks on
a reservation-only basis
The city of West Hollywood has
reopened West Hollywood Park and
Plummer Park on a limited basis
and is requiring online reservations
for park space.
Reservations are available at
Plummer Park in the Vista Lawn
and Fuller Lawn areas and at West
Hollywood Park in the Great Lawn
area. Reservations must be made at
least 24 hours in advance.
Numbered spaces will be outlined
in the grass and city staff will be
available to assist with finding
spaces.
Individuals can reserve a space
for a two-hour block between 9 a.m.
and 7 p.m. There is no cost to
reserve a park space. Visitors at all
city of West Hollywood parks are
subject to public health order guidelines.
West Hollywood City Manager
and Director of Emergency
Services Paul Arevalo issued the
order reopening the parks on a lim-

ited basis. The rules stipulate that
visitors use the parks in the reserved
spaces. Physical distancing of 6 feet
between groups that are not part of
the same household is required at all
city parks. People must avoid
crowded areas. Organized activities
and group fitness classes, yoga
instruction, dog training and personal training sessions are not permitted in any city park. Face coverings are required at all times.
Playgrounds, water fountains and
bathrooms will remain closed.
Visitors must leave the area clean
and remove all personal items and
trash before leaving a park.
RSVP by visiting apm.activecommunities.com/weho. Those wishing
to make a reservation must have an
Active Net account, which can be
created by visiting the website.
Individuals will receive a confirmation email when their reservation is
approved. For information, visit
weho.org/recreation.

Rent relief program applications
accepted through Aug. 31
Los Angeles County renters affected by the coronavirus pandemic are
encouraged to apply for the county’s
$100 million COVID-19 Rent Relief
program through Aug. 31.
The program is being administered
by the Los Angeles County
Development Authority using federal
CARES Act funds and will assist
8,000 to 9,000 households.
The assistance is intended to help
low-income tenants who have not
paid rent or are behind due to hardships caused by the pandemic.
Amounts received will vary, with
those most in need receiving more
assistance.

The program is not available to
residents living in the city of Los
Angeles, as the city also received its
own allocation of federal CARES
Act funds and offered a similar program. Rent relief payments will be
directly made to property owners. A
W-9 and participation agreement are
needed from property owners to
receive rental income on behalf of
their qualified tenant; property owners must agree to the terms of the
participation agreement. Citizenship
documentation will not be requested
from any party, renter or property
owner. For information, visit rentrelief.lacda.org.

emergency resources to ensure
immigrants who do not receive federal relief do not go hungry.”
AB 826 is currently under consideration
by
the
Senate
Appropriations Committee. For
information, visit a53.asmdc.org.
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RESTAURANT NEWS

10426 National Blvd., (310)5594732; and 1261 Cabrillo Ave., #100,
(310)974-8005.

by Jill Weinlein

Madre West
Hollywood is open

I

n an effort to keep the lights on
during the pandemic, all of
Madre’s locations now offer happy
hour specials from 3 to 6 p.m.
Highlights include memela with a
choice of chorizo or tripa, tacos,
taquitos, enchiladas, quesadillas
and an Oaxacan chocolate cupcake.
Happy hour cocktails are $8, glasses of red and white wine are available for $6 and draft beers are $4.

On Taco Tuesday, arrachera, chicken and cauliflower tacos are $5
each. A special includes two tacos
and a margarita for $16. Madre
offers takeaway cocktails in new
pre-batched cocktail bags. The
Smokey
Margarita,
Madre
Margarita and others are available
in pre-batched to-go containers with
a pourable nozzle. Madre mimosas
come with a bottle of champagne
and choice of orange, grapefruit or
passionfruit juice for $25 on weekends from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 801 N.
Fairfax Ave., #101, (323)850-8518;

Café Amici garden
patio dining

L

ocated at Hotel Beverly Terrace
in Beverly Hills, Café Amici is
a classic Italian restaurant open for
Aperitivo Amici hour and dinner on
Wednesday through Sunday from
5:30 to 9:30 p.m. Happy hour specials include a flight of four Italian
wines paired with a charcuterie and
cheese board for $19 per person
until 6:30 p.m. After 6:30 p.m., the
same wine and aperitivos are $25
per person. Call for a reservation or

go to OpenTable. 469 N. Doheny
Drive, (310)858-0271.

Conservatory WeHo
reopens

R

eserve a table at Conservatory
all throughout the day at the
cafe, or during dinner and weekend
brunch in the beautiful main outdoor dining room. Culinary offerings from executive chef Carlos
Lool pair well with the bottled
cocktails, wine and beer selections
from beverage director Lisa
Beaumont and head mixologist
Felix Lopez. Conservatory offers a
free burger and fries to all restaurant industry and hospitality

employees in L.A. every Friday.
Just show a pay stub. Every day,
first responders can order a free
coffee or beverage. Order or make a
reservation on their website or
Resy. 8289 Santa Monica Blvd.,
(323)654-0020.

Bushi by Jinya
reopens

F

ounder and CEO Tomonori
Takahashi reopened Bushi by
Jinya for takeout and delivery.
Enjoy a variety of hand rolls and
traditional ramen with chicken,
tonkatsu or vegan broth, and threeday, dry-aged Mazesoba noodles
that vary in size from thin to thick.
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Uncle Louie’s Gourmet Burger Blend
patties or bulk • reg. $7.98/lb.

Now $5.98
Now Carrying
In Emily’s Kitchen Spices!
Try the Steak & Burger Blend
on our Gouret Burgers!

Serving the finest meats and poultry in Los Angeles
Family Owned at the Farmers Market for 79 Years
6333 W. Third St. • Farmers Market • 323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com

Open Monday–Saturday:
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

With
this ad!
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Hand rolls with nori are sourced
straight from the Ariake Sea in
Japan. The health and safety of
guests and team members is a top
priority. They have implemented
enhanced sanitation standards, and
continue to adhere to all federal,
state and local guidelines. Bushi by
Jinya is open for takeout and delivery every day from noon to 9 p.m.
Guests can order online at
bushibyjinya.myncrsilver.com or
through DoorDash, Grubhub,
Postmates or Uber Eats. 5168
Wilshire Blvd., (323)954-6477.

Lobster Thursday
at Jar

C

hefs Suzanne Tracht and
Preech Narkthong bring back a
summer favorite – Lobster
Thursday. The weekly changing,
three-course dinner is served out on
the romantic socially distanced
sidewalk patio, and is also available
for takeout. Tonight, Aug. 20, start
with lobster tomato soup with fried
leeks; a poached Maine lobster with
mushrooms, baby asparagus and
soy ginger broth; and finish with a
tres leches cake for $60 per person.
8225 Beverly Blvd., (323)6556566.

Spartina chicken
sandwich

C

hef Stephen Kalt's fried chicken sandwich was a special offthe-menu item prior to the pandemic. Now, you can order it at the
walk-up streetcart. The all-white
chicken breast is deep fried with
fresh bread crumbs and topped with

prosciutto di parma, fontina cheese,
hot honey dressing and sweet slaw,
and it’s served on a brioche bun. It
sells for $12 – or $15 with fries –
every Saturday and Sunday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. 7505 Melrose Ave.,
(323)782-1023.

Hollywood
Roosevelt staycation

F

or a change of scenery, enjoy
the legendary David Hockneypainted pool and receive lunch for
two from the Tropicana Cafe to
take back to your room. The
Roadtripper package allows guests
to enjoy access to a custom Spotify
playlist from fashion influencer and
DJ Lola Angusta, along with complimentary valet parking, reserved
spots at the iconic pool, lunch for
two and an attractive room rate
starting at $249 with a two-night
minimum. The hotel is also offering
a workcation-friendly package that
includes a Cabana Garden or
Balcony Suite available for early
check-in at 9 a.m. Guests also
receive complimentary WiFi; complimentary gym access with a reservation; parking for one vehicle;
complimentary water, tea and coffee; and access by reservation to the
pool. This package is available on
Monday through Wednesday starting at $159. Those enjoying their
staycation can extend their stay to
leave at 8 p.m., or stay overnight for
an extra $50. Spend the warm
Hollywood summer nights by the
pool enjoying a movie every
Tuesday from 8 to 11 p.m. Outdoor
movie nights are reserved for hotel
guests only. 7000 Hollywood
Blvd., (323)856-1970.

National Dog Day
and Golden Road
Brewing

G

olden Road Brewing is offering a special collaboration
with the local dog adoption agency
Wags & Walks while introducing
their new Hazy Pup IPA. As part of
the wolf family of beers, this IPA
offers a full mouthfeel and body of
an IPA, yet with only 105 calories.
Golden Road will donate a portion
of the proceeds ($1 per every case
sold) of Hazy Pup IPA to Wags &
Walks to support its mission for
promoting animal adoptions and
welfare. Wags & Walks is holding a
“puppy party” at their Adoption
Center on National Dog Day,
Wednesday, Aug. 26. Golden Road
will offer Hazy Pup IPA six-packs
to be picked up at this location.
While sales of Hazy Pup IPA will
support the rescue, locals can also
show their support by visiting Wags
& Walk’s first ever virtual auction
to celebrate 10 years of rescuing
dogs in need across L.A. Come
pick a six-pack up at Wags & Walks
adoption center on a first-come,
first-serve basis while supplies last.
wwgala2020.givesmart.com. Wags
& Walks is located at 2236 Federal
Ave., (866)LUV-WAGS.

Nueva opens

A

new and modern border-style
cantina is open in Venice by
restaurateurs Jared Meisler, Dave
and Patti Reiss, and chefs Vartan
Abgaryan and Mesraim Llanez.
Enjoy a cantina menu with an outdoor patio. Located just blocks from

photo courtesy of the L.A. LGBT Center

L.A. LGBT Center opens coffee house
The Los Angeles LGBT Center formally opened Liberation Coffee
House in Hollywood, a retail café located at the corner of Santa Monica
Boulevard and McCadden Place on Aug. 17. The 1,600-square-foot café
and gallery is located in the Los Angeles LGBT Center’s flagship Anita
May Rosenstein Campus. The space was conceived as a community living room for center residents, employees and the surrounding neighbors
with a flexible retail space to host community events and artists.
The café team members are graduates of our unique, intergenerational
three-month Culinary Arts program which trains LGBTQ youth and
seniors for careers in the restaurant and hospitality industries. Income
generated by the café will be reinvested into the center’s programs and
services.
Due to the health crisis, Liberation has implemented safety precautions
in accordance with all COVID-19 regulations, including the installation
of plexiglass windows at the ordering counter, availability of hand sanitizers and disinfecting wipes, cashless payments by way of credit and
debit cards, and the closure of indoor seating. Social distancing and face
coverings will be enforced for all café team members and customers.
For information, visit lalgbtcenter.org.
the beach at the intersection of
Abbot
Kinney
and
West
Washington boulevards, Nueva
offers weekend brunch and dinner
out on the 50-seat outdoor patio to
accommodate social-distancing dining requirements. Beverage director
Adam Fournier prepares creative

drinks from the vast agave collection of tequila and mezcal including
a watermelon shrub margarita.
Menu items include elote, classico
ceviche, hamachi and uni ceviche,
pork belly chicharron tacos and
crispy cauliflower. 822 Washington
Blvd., (310)747-6050.
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
Aug. 9 and Aug. 15. The information was compiled from www.crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies: Los
Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)855-8850, and
the Beverly Hills Police Department, (310)550-4951.

Beverly Hills Police
Department
Aug. 9
At 12:23 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
9700 block of Wilshire.

Aug. 10
At 8:09 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 300
block of Canon.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary near the corner of Maple
and Clifton Way at 10:50 a.m.
At 11:10 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
300 block of Canon.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 300 block of
Rodeo at 11:15 a.m.
At 3:13 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
9700 block of Wilshire.

Aug. 11
At 10:19 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
100 block of Beverly.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 9700 block of
Wilshire at 12:11 p.m.

Aug. 12
At 6:45 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 700
block of Doheny.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 400 block of
Palm at 8:16 a.m.
At 8:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Canon and Park Way.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 300 block of
Rodeo at 12:13 p.m. A petty theft
was reported in the same location
at 1:15 p.m.
At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
100 block of Hamel.

Aug. 13
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 300 block of Maple at
11:18 a.m.
At 1:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 300
block of Rodeo.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 200 block of
Beverly at 2:05 p.m.

committed a petty theft in the 9400
block of Charleville.
A suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs near the corner
of Wilshire and Roxbury at 11:39
p.m.

Aug. 15
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 300
block of Beverly.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Santa
Monica and Beverly at 3:38 p.m.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station
Aug. 9
At 7:40 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 1000 block
of Westmount.

Aug. 10
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 1000 block
of Fairfax.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 7500 block of
Lexington at 2 p.m.
At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
8700 block of Melrose.

Aug. 11
At midnight, an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 7400
block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1000 block of
N. Gardner at noon.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1300
block of Havenhurst.

pect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 600 block of Robertson.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7700 block of Santa
Monica at 8:13 p.m.

Los Angeles Police
Department
Aug. 9
At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 100
block of S. Western.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 5600 block of
Wilshire at 9:30 a.m.
At noon, an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6200
block of La Mirada.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 2000 block of
N. Fuller at 2 p.m.
At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
1400 block of S. Bedford.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 700 block of N.
Cherokee at 6 p.m.

Aug. 10
At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Gramercy and First.
A suspect assaulted a victim during
a domestic violence incident in the
6000 block of Colgate at 11:30 a.m.
At 11:45 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
600 block of S. Western.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7000 block of
Sunset at 11:55 a.m.
At 12:25 p.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 300 block of S. Mansfield.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 6800 block of
Hollywood at 12:30 p.m.
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6100
block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Fuller and Franklin at 3:05 p.m.

Aug. 12

At 3:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1100
block of N. La Brea.

At 11:40 a.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 7300
block of Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 5400 block of
Hollywood at 3:35 p.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1100 block of
Harper at noon.

At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Detroit and Sunset.

At 7:26 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 7900
block of Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 700 block of Vine at
5:10 p.m.

Aug. 13

At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
6000 block of Sunset.

At 6:14 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 7100
block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1100 block of
N. Detroit at 9:54 p.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 5900 block of
Hollywood at 6:30 p.m.

At 11:15 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
5600 block of Wilshire.

Aug. 11
At 5:55 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 6700
block of Yucca.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 1100 block of N.
Normandie at 11 a.m.
At 12:35 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
700 block of Cole.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 6500 block of
Yucca at 12:50 p.m.
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft near the
corner of Hollywood and Western.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 700 block of N.
Wilton at 1:30 p.m.
At 1:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 5400
block of Wilshire.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 4100 block of S. La
Cienega at 2 p.m.
At 2:20 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6200
block of W. Third.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1800 block of
El Cerrito at 4 p.m.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Bronson and
Hollywood.

cle parked in the 6500 block of
Hollywood at 3:10 a.m.
At 9:35 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 100
block of N. Fairfax.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 6600 block of
Leland at 10 a.m.
At 1:20 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 5300
block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8500 block of Beverly
at noon.
At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1700
block of N. Orange.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7900 block of
Beverly at 5 p.m.
At 5:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 6600 block
of Sunset.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 100 block of The Grove
at 7:10 p.m.
At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 5000
block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Santa
Monica and Las Palmas at 9 p.m.

Aug. 14
At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 800
block of S. Orange Grove.

Aug. 12

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 5600 block of W.
Olympic at 2 a.m.

At 1:05 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
6300 block of Maryland.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 5800
block of W. Olympic.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 800 block of S.
Spaulding at 5 a.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 7400 block of
Hollywood at 3 a.m.

At 10 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Martel and Second.

At 8 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
8700 block of W. Olympic.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6500 block of
Hollywood at 11 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 5000 block of Wilshire at
8:55 a.m.

At 11:10 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
5400 block of Barton.

At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
4900 block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1000 block of S. Holt
at 11:15 a.m.

A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 600 block of S. Gramercy at
12:30 p.m.

At 2:13 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1300
block of N. Serrano.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 700 block of
N. Sweetzer at 2:15 p.m.
At 4:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
7200 block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 300 block of N. Las
Palmas at 8:45 p.m.
At 5:55 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 200
block of S. Highland.

At 3:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7000
block of Lanewood.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 8400 block of
Melrose Place at 5:40 p.m.
At 6:20 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Hollywood and Vine.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 1800 block of N.
Cahuenga at 11:35 p.m.

Aug. 15

Aug. 14

At 8:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of S. La Cienega.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 800 block of N.
Fuller at 7 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7300 block of
Sunset at noon.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Santa
Monica and Camden at 3:30 p.m.

At 4:06 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1200
block of N. Crescent Heights.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 600 block of Dunsmuir at
9:10 p.m.

At 7:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 4900
block of Rosewood.

At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1600
block of Vine.

Aug. 14

Aug. 15

Aug. 13

A vandalism incident was reported
in the 400 block of Beverly at 1:20
p.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 1200 block of N. La Brea
at midnight.

At 9:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 5100
block of W. Sunset.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft near the corner of
Sunset and Van Ness at 3:10 p.m.

At 6:20 p.m., an unknown suspect

At 12:08 p.m., an unknown sus-

At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
200 block of Doheny.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 1700 block of
Orchid at 11 p.m.

At 2:52 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
100 block of N. Manhattan.
An unknown suspect stole a vehi-

At 8:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near Argyle and
Yucca.
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Mírame

a Mexican culinary ‘staycation’ in Beverly Hills
Sitting on the front patio of
Mírame, at one of the socially distanced tables near an exterior fireplace, I felt as if I were sitting at a
beautiful restaurant in one of the
luxury resorts in Punta Mita,
Mexico.
Since many of us aren’t flying to
Mexico for a summer vacation due
to the coronavirus, driving to
Mírame in Beverly Hills to enjoy a
cocktail and meal feels like a glorious getaway.
The night we dined, the city of
Beverly Hills had a pop-up tent a
few storefronts away, with city staff
members passing out complimentary bottles of hand sanitizer and
COVID-19 pamphlets.
As we were led to a decorative
Mexican-tiled table, I admired the
light and bright work by M. Winter
Design, which also designed Jaffa,
Manuela, and Bacari on 3rd. The
patio’s
resort-like
ambiance
includes white brick walls with
nopales artistically hanging from a
reclaimed wood plank, and hanging
dried flower bouquets. The flooring
is stone and brick and reclaimed
wood. Beautiful mosaic-tiled tables
are socially distanced along a long
banquette with Mexican-style rope
and wood chairs.
This is not a typical tortilla chips,
salsa and guacamole style of
Mexican restaurant. Instead, start
with chef Joshua Gil’s activated
charcoal masa gnocchi with shredded Dungeness crab meat, chunky
avocado and sliced tomatoes in a
bowl of exquisite corn consommé.
Use a spoon to ladle the corn broth
to savor every last drop. Chef Gil
makes botanical, visually appealing
plates of food by sprinkling microgreens and flowers on top. Each one
tastes as good as they look.
This ambitious chef and partner
Matthew Egan opened Mírame (formerly Gratitude) after L.A. County
ordered all restaurants to close their
dining rooms. This duo got creative
in decorating their front and back
dining patios to be so inviting. As
business picked up, they obtained
permits to put tables along the sidewalk in front of neighboring closed
storefronts to enlarge their outdoor
seating capacity.
The gorgeous interior space
offers a soaring ceiling, large spirits
bar and beautiful wall mural painted
by Mexico City artist Jorge
Tellaeche. Some day, this area will
be used to seat diners.
Chef Gil’s innovative menu specialties include ceviches and an
Omega Blue kampachi tostada.
Served on two crunchy tortilla
shells, the chef chops fresh yellowfin tuna and adds sliced avocado
and a sumac crema. Sumac is made
from crushed red berries from the
sumac bush. Its acidic flavor tastes
similar to a squeeze of lemon. On
top is a shiso leaf offering a hint of
mint, basil, tarragon, cilantro, cinnamon and anise. The chef rounds out
the flavors with a house-made version of the Japanese condiment
yuzu kosho that he infuses with
Mexican flavors.
Other creative starters include
grilled El Chingon oysters with
mulato chili herb butter, and salmon
skin chicharones that can be dipped
into fermented garlic aioli.
Egan shared that opening during
the COVID-19 pandemic was tough
at first, but they were committed to
providing an experience that reflects
the layered culinary history of both
California and Mexico.
“We have traveled through
Mexico discovering the best spirits

and ingredients to bring back to
Beverly Hills,” he said.
For those ordering takeout and
delivery, curbside service is available.
“We put our entrance next to the
sidewalk and introduced curbside
pickup when possible, so guests
don’t have to come into the restaurant,” Egan said.
Looking at the farm-to-bar beverage menu, we noticed a robust collection of spirits, artisanal products
and notable mezcals. A few playful,
resort-style cocktails caught our
eye, including one made with a
90201 Rhum blend, that our server
said is like an elevated daiquiri, and
another named Wild Style that is
made with peppered turmeric
coconut cream, Mexican rum and
pineapple, similar to a piña colada.
We opted for two of their creative
margaritas, starting with the Green
Lantern, a play on the popular green
juice health kick. It’s made with
tequila, cucumber, jalapeño, cilantro,
celery, fennel and lime. On the side
of my lowball glass was a blend of
crushed tarragon, fennel and taijin to
add a salty zip to each sip.
My
husband
ordered
#IYieldMyTime, which was a balance of flavorful mango juice, mezcal, blanco vermouth, green apple
and chamoy. I liked the tamarind fruit
leather, which was around the rim
and wrapped around the straw for a
balance of sweet and sour flavors.
The bar also makes a $50 and
$150 margarita featuring a 7-year or
18-year añejo tequila, which is then
lightly smoked with Palo Santo

by Jill Weinlein

wood.
Besides cocktails, they also offer
an array of Mexican craft beers and
wines from Valle de Guadalupe and
other regions in Mexico. Each
night, they offer a 3-ounce flight of
three wines for $32. They try to pair
the wines based on your order.
We ordered one flight and first
enjoyed a funky natural rosé from
Palafox Winery with the Mírame
fermented green tea salad.
“This salad is getting a reputation
of becoming the new modern
chopped salad in Beverly Hills,” our
waiter shared.
It’s layered with french-cut jicama tossed with cabbage, sesame,
chopped peanuts and corn nuts. Not
only is it refreshing, but it’s healthy
for lunch and dinner.
Next we had a 3-ounce bubbly
flute of Blanc d Noir from Terra
Madi, San Antonio de los Ninas,
with the delicious kampachi, and
finished out the flight with a ruby
red glass of Bichi from Tecate,
Mexico, to enjoy with pork belly
tacos.
Three different tacos are offered,
and we opted for the caramelized,
slow-cooked pork belly served on a
plate with two heirloom red conico
corn tortillas. Red corn is exceptionally sweet and nutty in flavor and
these tortillas have a pretty pink
hue. They are topped with big
pieces of tender pork, crushed avocado and chunky tomatillo salsa.
Egan came back to our table to
share his knowledge of the wine.
“Bichi means naked, and this No
Sapian biodynamic wine is com-

photo by Jill Weinlein

The Mírame fermented green tea salad is a refreshing new modern
chopped salad.

prised of an unidentified grape variety. The farmer is not certain, but it’s
one of my favorites,” he said.
After one sip, I detected its crisp
brightness, bursting with fruity
notes and a pleasing funkiness in its
finish.
For those living it up, the menu
offers larger items on the
“Seguimos” section including a
whole fried Baja snapper, Columbia
River sturgeon, whole rack of lamb
with grilled figs, baby corn and
lamb bacon, and a 35-ounce prime
cote de boeuf served with melted
leeks and fermented garlic.

We saved room for a stone fruit
and pine nut tart made with flavorful masa and a scoop of chamomile
tea and goat cheese ice cream.
She also makes a mezcal flan,
pineapple miso brûlée and chocolate castellan cake.
Mírame, meaning “look at me,” in
Beverly Hills offers a new look or
change of pace, scenery and flavors
for weary pandemic diners starting
at 11 a.m. for lunch to late night. On
weekends, it opens at 10 a.m. for
brunch. Reservations are available
on OpenTable. $$-$$$$ 419 N.
Canon Drive, (310)230-5035.
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Petersen Concours d’Elegance crowns 1937 Cabriolet

DNC 20 years ago in L.A.

A 1937 Horch 853 Sports
Cabriolet owned by Aaron Weiss
was awarded Best of Show out of
more than 100 accepted entrants
during the Petersen Concours
d’Elegance this past Sunday, Aug.
16. The virtual concours marked
the final day of Petersen Car Week
Presented by Michelin, the Petersen
Automotive Museum’s digital compilation of the Monterey Car Week
events. More than 20,000 viewers
tuned in to the museum’s YouTube
channel to watch the culminating
awards ceremony.
The concours also featured several other classes, including
Competition, American, European
Classic, Ferrari Touring, Hot Rod,
Movies/TV Screen Used, Special
Significance,
Post-War
Preservation, Post-War Sports and
Post-War Touring. Vehicles were
judged by a panel of motorsports
legends, collectors and industry
leaders.
In addition to the concours, the
final day featured the unveiling of a
new Ford GT variant, as well as
garage tours from collectors David

photo courtesy of the Concours d’Elegance

The 1937 Horch 853 Sport Cabriolet was named Best of Show at
Sunday’s Petersen Concours d’Elegance.

Lee, Peter Mullin, Dennis Varni and
Doug DeMuro.
“Although we could not gather in
person this year, we couldn’t have
hoped for a better digital event to
share our automotive passion,”
Petersen Executive Director Terry
L. Karges said. “From the supportive fans to the incredible partners
and participants, our shared love for
the automobile helped make

Petersen Car Week possible.”
Petersen Car Week Presented by
Michelin took place from Aug. 1216. The week-long event delivered
more than 25 hours of original content from manufacturers, collectors,
enthusiast events and auction houses, which premiered exclusively on
the Petersen’s YouTube channel.
For more information, visit
petersen.org.

Judith and Thomas L. Beckmen LA Phil Fellows named

The Aug. 24, 2000, issue of the Park Labrea News and Beverly
Press covered the 2000 Democratic National Convention, which was
held at Staples Center in downtown Los Angeles. More than 5,000
delegates and 15,000 members of the media converged on the city for
the event. Then-Vice President Al Gore was nominated as the
Democratic presidential candidate, and Sen. Joe Lieberman (DConn.) was nominated as the vice presidential candidate. Photographs
show Kristin Gore making introductions, and her father during his
acceptance speech on the final night of the convention. It marked the
second time Los Angeles hosted the Democratic National Convention,
following the first in 1960, when Sen. John F. Kennedy was nominated for president. The 2020 Democratic National Convention is currently underway in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and concludes tonight,

The Los Angeles Philharmonic
Association announced two musicians selected for the newly named
Judith and Thomas L. Beckmen LA
Phil Resident Fellows program:
violinist Sydney Adedamola and
violist Jarrett Threadgill. Resident
Fellows are appointed as musicians
playing with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic for up to three years.
The program, now in its third
year, was launched during the

2018-19 season with the purpose of
creating a pathway towards more
diverse and inclusive orchestras of
tomorrow. The program was
renamed in recognition of a $1 million gift made by the Beckmens.
Fellows focus on their artistic
development through orchestral,
chamber music, new music and
educational concerts performed at
Walt Disney Concert Hall, the
Hollywood Bowl and in communi-

ty settings. They also participate in
tours with the LA Phil. Mentorship
and lessons from LA Phil musicians
and assistance with audition preparation are key components of the
program, to prepare Resident
Fellows for future roles in major
professional orchestras, including
the LA Phil. Inagural fellows have
joined the Seattle Symphony and
the St. Louis Symphony.
For information, visit laphil.com.

The Hollywood Bowl’s World Festival
The Los Angeles Philharmonic
Association and KCRW will broadcast an exclusive on-air series featuring previously recorded live concerts from KCRW’s World Festival
at the Hollywood Bowl. Starting
Aug. 23, the exclusive eightepisode series of archival concerts
will be broadcast on Sundays from
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. through Oct. 11.
Created in partnership with the
LA Phil, KCRW’s World Festival
has been bringing an eclectic array
of artists from around the world to
the Hollywood Bowl stage for 20
years. Following the cancellation of
the 2020 Bowl season due to
COVID-19, the LA Phil and
KCRW collaborated to present
highlights of past World Festivals.
“Music’s power to bring us
together seems even more essential
during this time,” said KCRW
Program Director of Music Anne
Litt. “We can’t wait to be together
in person again enjoying warm
nights, under the stars, with friends,
great food and a glass of wine. Until
then, we are delighted to be able to
share recordings of these incredible
live performances with our listeners.”
The first episode will feature the
Sept. 18, 2016, Hollywood Bowl
debut of Kraftwerk, one of the most
influential groups of all time. Also

in the first episode is Tokyo’s
Yellow Magic Orchestra, another
pioneering electronic music group,
which first appeared at the bowl on
June 26. Additional featured artists
in upcoming episodes include:
Blondie (July 9, 2017), Devotchka
(July 13, 2013), Flying Lotus (June
17, 2018), Janelle Monáe (June 12,
2016), Jimmy Cliff (July 25, 2010),
Little Dragon (June 17, 2018),
Robyn (June 29, 2014), Rodrigo y
Gabriela (July 14, 2013), St.
Vincent (August 30, 2015),
Santigold (June 21, 2009), Sigur
Rós (September 24, 2016) and Toro
y Moi (June 16, 2019). Each
episode will be hosted by a KCRW
DJ.
“Building on our long and rich
history with KCRW on the World
Music Series at the Hollywood
Bowl over the last 20 years, the LA
Phil is thrilled to continue this valuable partnership by bringing music
from the series to our audience in
Los Angeles and beyond in a new
way,”
said
Los
Angeles
Philharmonic Senior Director of
Presentations Johanna Rees.
The broadcast series can be heard
live on-air at KCRW 89.9, via the
KCRW app, online at hollywoodbowl.com/kcrw and kcrw.com, or
by asking your smart speaker to
“play KCRW.”
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‘Lovecraft Country’ should be your new obsession
A riveting TV pilot is more rare
than believable visual effects on the
small screen, but “Lovecraft
Country,” based on the 2016 novel
by Matt Ruff, kicks off with 70
minutes of a gripping narrative
yarn, incredible production and
enviable CGI.
Race in 1950s America converges with monsters of all kinds to
dramatic effect in this HBO series
(also available on HBO Max) sure
to keep getting better over the next
two months.
J.J. Abrams might be the most
established name involved with the
project, but the series’ marketing
rightly notes the other two big
names: Misha Green (WGN
America’s “Underground”) and
Jordan Peele (“Get Out,” “Us”).
The latter helped make the show
happen, while the former serves as
showrunner, setting a brisk page
(by HBO standards), overseeing a
stellar cast and holding all those
cliffhangers close to the chest.
They’re the real stars – Green more
so – and that helps complement the
long list of Abrams series that dip
into fantasy, horror and sci-fi with
something more culturally gripping.
The premise, like the series’ lead
Atticus
Freeman
(Jonathan
Majors), or Tic to some, is incredibly nerdy. The name alone should
be a tip of the hat to any fright
enthusiasts ready for more contributions to the horror renaissance at
work in folks’ living rooms.

Something with “Lovecraft” in the
title is an undead giveaway, so let’s
pause for a moment to discuss.
H.P. Lovecraft was a horror icon,
composing notable fictional works
like “At the Mountains of
Madness,” “The Shadow Out of
Time” and “Herbert WestReanimator,” the latter eventually
adapted into three raunchy “ReAnimator” films. The common
phrase “Lovecraftian” refers to the
author’s aesthetic influence on horror and science fiction (especially
tentacled creatures), including creators like Stephen King, John
Carpenter, Sam Raimi and
Guillermo del Toro. And before
King would concoct a multiverse
across novels and short stories,
Lovecraft, who died in 1937 at age
46, provided a prototype universe
that spanned his novels, novellas
and short stories as well.

“Stories are like
people,” Tic says.
“Loving them
doesn’t make them
perfect. You just
try and cherish
‘em, overlook
their flaws.”
The title of “Lovecraft Country”
both calls attention to the vast
world of creatures hiding in all
those fictional pages and the

promising points of intersection
possible across the first season’s
eight episodes, and any number
more in future seasons. All of these
possibilities lie before Tic as he
heads for “Lovecraft Country,”
specifically a fictional New
Hampshire town called Ardam, in
search of his father, Montrose
(Michael K. Williams), who went
missing two weeks prior. And like
Lovecraft himself, this illusive city
has quite a xenophobic reputation.
(In 1912, for example, Lovecraft
wrote a racist poem calling Black
folks a “semi-human figure.”)
Rather than hide Lovecraft’s
well-documented bigotry, the series
centers it. This occurs indirectly
during Tic’s first elongated scene
with another character. He explains
his fascination with sci-fi pulp,
namely John Carter. He finds himself quickly explaining why he
would read about an “exConfederate” – a point of contention for his traveling companion.
“Stories are like people,” Tic
says. “Loving them doesn’t make
them perfect. You just try and cherish ‘em, overlook their flaws.”
He knows the flaws remain, but
he still finds something worthwhile
in those stories: escape to other

Alvin Ailey’s ‘Revelations’ goes digital at Music Center
The Music Center will continue
its Digital Dance Experience series
with an online salute to Alvin Ailey
on Aug. 23 at 2 p.m. with “Inside
Look: Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater.” The salute marks a special collaboration by the dance
company with Glorya Kaufman
Presents Dance at the Music Center
to bring fans a special presentation
of the Ailey company’s seminal
masterpiece, “Revelations.”
Ailey fans and those new to the
company will experience this iconic modern dance work in three special ways with dancers performing
sections
of
“Revelations.”
Following an introduction by
Associate
Artistic
Director
Matthew Rushing, viewers will
have the opportunity to learn the
choreography for sections including “I Been ‘Buked,” “Wade in the
Water” and the finale, “Rocka My
Soul in the Bosom of Abraham.”
Ailey dancer and choreographer
Hope Boykin, who recently retired
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Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s “Revelations.”

after 20 years with the company,
breaks down the moves in an
upbeat, highly accessible manner.
The presentation will premiere
on the Music Center’s virtual platform that offers newly curated pro-

gramming, including the commission and presentation of original
artwork. Following the Aug. 23
premiere, the program will be available for online viewing through
Sept. 30 at musiccenter.org.

LA Animal Services adopters invited to share stories
Animal adopters are invited to
share the big and small ways their
pet has changed their life for a
chance to help Los Angeles Animal
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Dog adopted during the pandemic.

Services earn up to $100,000 in
grant funds from the Petco
Foundation. In partnership with
BOBS from Skechers, the Petco
Foundation is granting more than
$750,000 this holiday season to
qualified animal welfare organizations across the country. Awards
will range from $5,000 to
$100,000, and adopters with winning submissions will receive up to
a $1,000 Petco shopping spree and
a prize pack with BOBS from
Skechers shoes.
“We’re calling on all LA Animal
Services adopters to help us earn a
lifesaving grant award this holiday
season from the Petco Foundation
by sharing their stories,” LA
Animal Services General Manager
Brenda Barnette said. “Thank you

for choosing adoption. Now you
can make our holiday wishes come
true by helping us earn lifesaving
funds to bring more pets in need
together with loving families.”
Stories, 500 words or less, must
be submitted by Sept. 23. In addition, entrants must upload at least
four photos to support their story
including one photo of your pet by
him/herself, one photo of you or
your family with your pet and two
additional photos. Videos can also
be added to help illustrate the bond
with your pet.
For information, visit petcofoundation.org/holidaywishes. Include
L.A. Animal Services Federal Tax
ID Number: 95-6000735 to specifically support this local organization.
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Courtney B. Vance, left, Jonathan Majors and Jurnee Smollett star in
“Lovecraft Country,” an HBO series set in the 1950s that explores the
effects of racism while also being a compelling horror story.

worlds, quite literally in these literary romps, which was not a common option for someone “from the
south side of Chicago,” he adds.
Soon after, Lovecraft’s prejudice
overtly receives attention as the
topic of discussion between Tic and
his uncle George (Courtney B.
Vance), who eventually accompanies Tic to find Montrose while he
updates a Green Book for Black
travelers in Jim Crow America.
It’s tempting to interpret Tic’s
words as tacit approval of giving
those like Lovecraft a pass, but that
comes at the expense of what Tic
says here and what it represents historically: white readers have always
been represented while others have
to make do with “imperfect” stories
handed to them. This lack of options
infects all three major characters.
George continually must locate
safe places to perform simple tasks
like eating and sleeping. Leti

(Jurnee Smollett) joins their road
trip thanks to a lack of viable financial options as well. And the three of
them encounter the clear and present danger of entering a town at
sundown while Black – and perhaps
some supernatural threats just as
horrifying.
At least 2020 has been a good
year for series leads Smollett
(“Birds of Prey”) and Majors (“Da 5
Bloods”). They’re both great talents
effectively utilized here. The pilot
leans more on Majors’ Atticus and
the mystery surrounding his father’s
disappearance, but Smollett’s Leti
shines well enough to start and has
plenty of room be her own character, not merely a sidekick. Like
2019’s “Watchmen,” “Lovecraft
Country” is a second deep dive into
a genre often resistant to racial
themes. After one episode, it’s hard
to imagine the outcome falling
short.
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LAUSD board honors U.S. Rep. Lewis LAUSD calls for more testing and contact tracing
The Los Angeles Unified School District Board of Education recently
approved a resolution honoring the late U.S. Rep. John Lewis (D-GA),
before in-person classes resume
who died on July 17 at the age of 80.
The resolution, “commemorates his legacy of tirelessly working to
secure civil liberties for all, thereby building and ensuring a more perfect
Union.”
Lewis began his fight against racial segregation as a child in Troy,
Alabama, after he was refused a public library card because he was Black.
Seeking advice on how to become the first Black student at the local college, he wrote a letter to Martin Luther King Jr. and became his protege. As
head of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, Lewis, age 23,
was the youngest speaker at the March On Washington. Championing nonviolent protest, he was beaten during sit-ins at white-only lunch counters,
on Freedom Rides challenging segregation in public interstate travel on
buses and trains, and famously, during the March on Selma, crusading for
the right of Black Americans to vote. Elected to Congress in 1986, Lewis
continued the fight against racial injustice and made his last public appearance in June on Black Lives Matter Plaza near the White House in
Washington, D.C.
“John Lewis encouraged us to be involved in ‘good, necessary trouble,’”
LAUSD Superintendent Austin Beutner said. “And by involved, he meant
to do the work, walk the walk and take action. Words to live by.”
School Board Member George J. McKenna III sponsored the resolution.
Like Lewis, he is also a veteran of the Civil Rights Movement.
“We valued being right versus being good. Some Black people thought
they were being ‘good’ by taking their seat in the back of the bus. We chose
to be ‘right’ and not to ride the segregated bus at all,” McKenna said.
“There’s an old song in the Black church, ‘Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve
Seen.’ Bloodied, beaten unconscious and close to death time and time
again, John Lewis never resorted to violence. Spit on, burning cigarettes
put out on his body as he sat at a lunch counter reserved only for whites.
Arrested more than 40 times, and even thrown in Mississippi’s inhumane
Parchman prison, he refused to retreat from danger. John Lewis called it
getting into ‘good trouble, necessary trouble.’ A lesser man would have
quit, punched back or at least rested on his laurels after speaking at the
March On Washington in 1963. He never ‘let this cup pass.’ We honor him
for his courage, his unwavering commitment and for making a profound
difference.”
For information, visit lausd.net.

The Los Angeles Unified School
District Board of Education on Aug.
17 supported the launch of a program that will provide regular
COVID-19 testing and contact tracing to school staff, students and their
families while distance-learning
protocols are in place. Under the
plan, research will be conducted to
study the impact and effects of
reopening schools, and the data will
be available to the public.
The testing and contact-tracing
program and its corresponding
research are a collaboration between
LAUSD and scientists from UCLA,
Stanford University and Johns
Hopkins University, Microsoft, testing experts and health care companies Anthem Blue Cross and Health
Net. They will be part of a task force
co-chaired
by
LAUSD
Superintendent Austin Beutner and
former U.S. Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan.
“Extraordinary circumstances
call for extraordinary actions, and
while this testing and contact-tracing effort is unprecedented, it is necessary and appropriate,” Beutner
said. “This will provide a publichealth benefit to the school community, as well as the greater Los
Angeles area. This program will
also provide significant education
benefits for students by getting them
back to school sooner and safer and
keeping them there. We hope this
effort also will provide learnings
which can benefit other school systems and communities across the
nation as we all combat this pandemic.”
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The LAUSD began its school year Tuesday with campuses closed and
students learning from home.

LAUSD students began the 202021 school year on Aug. 18 with
online distance learning. While the
decision about the return of students
to schools may not be made for a
while, the testing and contact tracing
program allows a system to be built
and tested and also provides a base
of knowledge to help prepare for an
eventual return to school campuses,
Beutner said.
“During these unprecedented
times, Los Angeles Unified will continue to put the safety of our students
and our employees first,” Board
President Richard Vladovic added.
“This program will provide the necessary testing for school staff, stu-

dents and their families to prepare us
to return to school safely and with
more information. Los Angeles still
has an alarming rate of COVID-19
cases, and we are doing everything
we can in order to protect all of our
Los Angeles Unified family. ”
Board member Nick Melvoin also
reiterated the importance of having
programs in place to ensure health
and safety.
“We know there is no replacement
for in-person school, and we’re
doing everything we can to get kids
back safely,” Melvoin said. “That is
not possible without a comprehensive system of testing and contact
tracing.”

WHEN STUDENTS
EMBRACE A CHALLENGE
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“Lying Women” by Deborah Kelly is one of the films featured in the festival.

Festival focuses on repurposed films
Los Angeles Filmforum and Northwest Film Forum present the “Festival
of (In)Appropriation #9” running online from Friday, Aug. 21, through
Sunday, Aug. 23. Whether it’s collage, compilation, found footage,
detournement or recycled cinema, the incorporation of already existing
media into new artworks is a practice that generates novel juxtapositions
and new meanings and ideas. Over the past decade, a wealth of new audiovisual elements have emerged for appropriation into new works. In addition to official state and commercial archives, resources like vernacular
collections, home movie repositories and digital archives provide material
to repurpose in ways that create new meaning and resonance.
Founded in 2009 and curated by Jaimie Baron, Lauren Berliner and Greg
Cohen, the “Festival of (In)appropriation” is a yearly showcase of contemporary, short (20 minutes or less) audiovisual works that appropriate existing film, video or other media, and repurpose it in “inappropriate” and
inventive ways. This year’s program features a variety of moving-image
appropriation art, including a YouTube reaction video mash-up, an exquisite found-footage ready-made feature, a queer-Asian-American homage to
Hollis Frampton, several sublime works of cut-out animation and a pseudo-documentary about the lost work of an early-Soviet scientist dedicated
to the exploration of human mental projection.
An online Q&A session will be held on Saturday, Aug. 22, at 6 p.m. with
curators Baron, Berliner and Cohen, and filmmakers Roger Beebe, L.J.
Frezza, Tony Gault, Deborah Kelly, Kevin McCarthy, Ryan Murphy,
Tasman Richardson, Tina Takemoto and Yunjin Woo.
For information, call (323)377-7238, or visit lafilmforum.org.

Back-to-School
Now more than ever, students need support!
We invite K-5 students to submit drawings to inspire
classmates, and middle and high school students
to submit 300 word articles.
Email submissions to
editor@beverlypress.com
for consideration.

THE
EXTRAORDINARY
HAPPENS
We are excited to welcome students
back to campus for the upcoming school
year with safety in mind and plans for a
flexible learning environment. To help
your family get to know Stratford School,
we invite you to join us for a Virtual Tour
providing an overview of our robust
programs, vibrant school community,
and extraordinary curriculum.

Los Angeles Campus
1200 N. Cahuenga Blvd.
(323) 962-3075

Altadena Campus
2046 Allen Avenue
(626) 794-1000

West Los Angeles Campus
2000 Stoner Avenue
(424) 293-2783

JOIN US FOR A
Virtual TOUR TODAY!

*

StratfordSchools.com/tours

*Grades offered vary by location. Preschool State License: 198018949, 198018875, 197493889. Copyright © 2020 Stratford Schools, Inc.
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Beverly Hills student excels in Miss California Teen USA contest
Beverly Hills High School student Alana Morgan was recently
crowned Miss California Teen

USA. Morgan, 17, will next head to
the contest’s nationals competition
in October. The Miss California

photo courtesy of Alana Morgan

LAMOTH hosts special online
reading of Holocaust play
In conjunction with the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center and BurkeCohen Entertainment, the Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust presents
a special staged reading of “Righteous,” a new play by Drama Desk
Award-winner Jeff Cohen, on Monday, Aug. 24, at 7:30 p.m., via Zoom.
“Righteous” is the true story of Eduard Schulte, a captain of German
industry and member of Hitler’s inner circle who warned the world of
Hitler’s plan to murder all of the Jews in Europe. Schulte’s alarm reached
the desk of President Franklin D. Roosevelt in December 1942.
Schulte’s identity was a closely guarded secret for over 40 years, and his
heroic act to stop the Holocaust was kept hidden from his family and the
world. “Righteous” uncovers a compelling and poignant portrait of a man
who risked his life and the lives of his family to stand up against evil. In
1988, Schulte was posthumously honored by Yad Vashem.
The reading stars Frank Wood, Johanna Day, Jessica Hecht, Denis
O’Hare, Richard Kind and Peter Jacobson. It is being held in conjunction
with the Broward Center for the Performing Arts, the Florida Holocaust
Museum, the United Jewish Association of Toronto and the Illinois
Holocaust Museum and Education Center. A $10 donation is suggested.
For information, visit lamoth.org/news--events/events/righteous-.

New video music series filmed at the Autry
The Autry brings together music and the museum in an exciting new
video series featuring some of Los Angeles’ best musical artists. “The
Autry Presents: The Best of Los Angeles” features cinematic, intimate
acoustic performances by musicians, all filmed on location inside the galleries.
Produced by Gia Hughes and filmed by Emmy-winning filmmaker
Austin Straub, performances will be released on the Autry's website every
other week. In 20-plus minute sets, musicians will perform alongside artwork and objects on display at the Autry including “Bridges” by James
Doolin, ”War Music II” by Mateo Romero, a Concord mail stagecoach and
other works.
Singer/songwriter Chris Pierce is set to perform on Friday, Aug. 28.
Pierce’s song “We Can Always Come Back to This” was prominently featured on ”This Is Us” and received multiple nominations. On Thursday,
Sept. 10, country music singer and songwriter Aubrie Sellers will perform,
bringing her gritty, emotive form of rock ‘n’ roll inside the museum dedicated to the American West. Latin Grammy-winning artist Gaby Moreno
will perform on Friday, Sept. 25. Moreno, who moved to L.A. from
Guatemala and earned an Emmy nomination for co-writing the “Parks &
Recreation” theme song, also sings the theme song and voices a character
on the Disney series “Elena of Avalor.”
To tune in to the shows, visit theautry.org/bestofla.
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Teen USA competition is the
pageant that selects the representative for the state of California in the
Miss Teen USA pageant.
Morgan is an actress, model and
lead anchor on Beverly Hills High
School’s Channel 6 television news

program. As a professional actress
and titleholder, Morgan strives to
inspire young girls and participates
in many charitable efforts. She has
received a letter from President
Barack Obama and the White
House recognizing her community

service. She recently volunteered
with Hashtag Lunchbag to provide
food for families in need. Morgan is
also a board member for the
weRpossible project to help end
teen suicide, and is enrolled in the
programs Deca and Girl Up.
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ChaiVillageLA seeks collaborators for
intergenerational Jewish program
ChaiVillageLA has launched its
new “Creating Connections by
Bridging the Generations” project,
which was funded by a grant from
the organization Natan.
The project will help participants
create meaningful connections
through intergenerational programs
that leverage their unique skills,
shared needs and knowledge.
“We are thrilled to have received
this grant from Natan that will
enable ChaiVillageLA members to
draw upon their collective life
experience and wisdom and to connect with younger generations,”
Rabbi Laura Geller said. “In addition, younger participants will gain
an appreciation of the fact that age

does need not be a barrier to relationships.”
As an added benefit, the programs will serve to alleviate participants’ social isolation and foster
mutually rewarding connections.
A giving circle and grant making
foundation, Natan inspires young
philanthropists and supports cutting
edge initiatives in Israel and Jewish
communities around the world.
“This project is already attracting
many new volunteers from our
membership due to a great interest
in connecting across the generations,” Executive Director Devorah
Servi added.
ChaiVillageLA is seeking information about existing intergenera-

tional programs and youth organizations that may want to collaborate. For information, email Project
Vice Chair Sue Shachar at susanshachar@yahoo.com.
ChaiVillageLA is an initiative by
Temple Emanuel of Beverly Hills
and Temple Isaiah, creating the first
synagogue-based “village” in the
country. Together, the synagogues
have established a unique communal and multi-generational system
of mutual support in which “village” members provide each other
programs, services and resources
that enable them to live healthier
and more engaged lives.
For information, visit chaivillagela.org.

Seniors take on the Getty Museum Challenge
When Brittney Giammaria,
activities coordinator at the Veranda
of Pensacola retirement community, first tacked printouts of paintings
to the community bulletin board
and began encouraging residents to
come to her “art re-creation” photo
shoot, she thought she’d get maybe
four or five takers. She had spent
weeks explaining the challenge,
which had initially been created by
the Getty at the end of March.
On the day of the photo shoot,
Giammaria put down a box of
props and costumes, and spread
around 25 printouts of paintings on
a table in an event room, including
Grant Wood’s “American Gothic,”
Frida Kahlo’s “Self Portrait With
Bonito,” and Leonardo Da Vinci’s
“Lady with an Ermine.” At first,
only a few of the more extroverted
residents let her take their photo.
One gentleman selected Rene
Magritte’s “The Son of Man,” so

Giammaria gave him a face mask to
wear that she had adorned with a
picture of a green apple. Another
chose Saturday Evening Post artist
George Hughes’s illustration of a
swimwear-clad boy playing the
piano; he took a seat at the community piano wearing red swim trunks.
The half-naked man at the piano
got the residents’ attention. Others
began peering at the paintings and
brainstorming how they could
recreate them. In all, more than 20
residents and staff chose a painting
and had their picture taken. And
dozens more stayed to watch, all
maintaining social-distance protocols as they delighted in their
friends and neighbors’ transformations.
“There is a lot of pressure on the
entire staff to keep these people
safe, and for these people to keep
themselves safe, and we just kind of
forgot about all of it for the day and

Back-t
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s
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Brightteen their day Balloons!

that was the most special part,”
Giammaria said.
The Getty Museum Challenge
found its way to many senior communities by way of staff, often the
activities directors who work to
provide residents with entertainment like classes, day trips and
game nights. With early outbreaks
of COVID-19 clustered in senior
communities, these facilities were
among the first to institute safety
precautions such as prohibiting
visitors and trips outside the
grounds, limiting class sizes or
canceling them altogether, and
instructing residents to avoid gathering in groups – leaving staff
scrambling to find ways to keep
residents both busy and socially
distant.
Then, the Getty Museum
Challenge began popping up on
social media and, eventually,
national news. Staff realized that
the challenge would allow residents to not only exercise their creativity and enjoy a bit of escapism,
but also practice social distancing.
Photos were taken in small groups
and everyone wore face masks (up

photo courtesy of KCCLA

KCCLA presents online concert
The Korean Cultural Center Los Angeles presents a special performance
today, Aug. 20, on its YouTube channel by Coreyah, a Korean traditional
music (gugak) band. Coreyah debuted in 2010 and has expanded its unique
music genre, performing around the world. It is a six-member band consisting of Kyungyi (percussion), Kim Donggeun (daegeum, sogeum, tungso), Kim Chorong (janggu, jing, kkwaenggwari), Ham Boyoung (vocals),
Ko Jaehyun (guitar) and Na Sunjin (geomungo). The online performance
will feature music from the group’s fourth album “Clap & Applause,”
which was released in July.
The performance is part of the center’s 2020 K-Performance series.
KCCLA is located at 5505 Wilshire Blvd. For information, call (323)9363015, or visit kccla.org.

Image courtesy of Mauritshuis, The Hague.

Left: “Girl with a Pearl Earring,” about 1665, Johannes Vermeer. Right:
Re-creation by Betty Chiles, Veranda of Pensacola.

to the moment the picture was
taken, of course). Giammaria posted all the photos on the community
board and said even now, weeks

later, people are still stopping to
admire them, and they want to plan
another photo shoot.
For information visit getty.edu.

Bogie’s Liquor
Paper Goods • Decorations• Banners • Piñatas
Everything to bring
to your kids!
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SUMMER FUN STARTS HERE!
Whether you’re
headed to the
beach, a BBQ
or just lounging
by the pool, ﬁnd all
your favorite
beverages at Bogies!
Wine • Spirits • Champagne • Beer • Kegs
Wear a Mask & Remember to Social Distance!

5969 Melrose
o Ave. (corner of Wilc
ilcox)
(323)467-7124

5753 Melrose Ave.
Corner of Melrose & Vine • (323) 469-1414
www.bogiesliquor.com
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Dognapping one of string Raise is first in five years for council
of crimes, police say
From page 7

From page 1
Christian Dior store on Rodeo
Drive and realized the vehicle
description was similar to a car
involved in previous crimes,
including a break-in on July 12 in
the 400 block of North Rodeo
Drive. Because that suspect had
previously targeted cars parked at
shopping malls, officers checked
the Westfield Century City Mall
and located the Mustang.
Detectives arrested two suspects,
one male and the other female,
identified as Jasper Luke, 27, and
Adriana Martinez, 29.
BHPD
detectives
knew
Wilshire Division investigators
were looking for a dog stolen during one of the burglaries and the
car may be related, and during
questioning, Luke divulged Lolli
was in an extended-stay Las
Vegas hotel room he had rented.
BHPD detectives and LAPD
investigators coordinated and
contacted authorities in Las
Vegas, and LVMPD officers went
to the hotel and found the dog.
Detective Sam Arnold, with
the LAPD’s Wilshire Division,
described Luke as a serial criminal who travels to many locations
to commit crimes and elude
police. He allegedly rents latemodel vehicles and frequently
targets shopping centers for car
burglaries. On Aug. 5, the date of
arrests, the suspect allegedly burglarized vehicles in parking lots
at The Grove and the Original
Farmers Market, Arnold said.
Luke is believed to be responsible for at least 12 recent auto
break-ins, he added.
When Arnold received word

from the LVMPD on Aug. 5 that
Lolli had been found in the hotel
room, he called Bisignano to give
her the news.
“She was a very persistent victim,” Arnold said. “This pet was
like a family member to her. I
was glad that we were able to
make the recovery.”
Bisignano said the news
changed her life.
“By 7 a.m., I was in a (rented)
Camaro and I was on my way out
there,” she said. “When I got
there, I broke down. I was so
happy to have her back.”
Bisignano didn’t take time to
celebrate in Las Vegas, opting to
head straight home.
“I am so thankful for the police
officers,” Bisignano added. “If it
wasn’t for them, I don’t know
what I would have done.”
Beverly
Hills
Police
Department Lt. Max Subin also
said he was pleased the dog was
returned and the alleged perpetrator is facing charges. Martinez
was issued a citation to appear in
court on Oct. 5 and was released.
Luke remains in custody without
bail in the Men’s Central Jail
awaiting a court hearing on Oct.
5. He faces auto burglary and
theft charges.
Subin added that the city’s
closed circuit surveillance cameras were a major factor in identifying the vehicle and solving
the alleged crimes.
“The City Council has made it
a priority to increase the number
of cameras we have in the city,”
Subin said. “They are a huge help
in keeping the city safe.”

Artwork to be placed
outside of City Hall
From page 1
costs, the plinth and installation
costs were estimated at $200,000,
meaning the city’s total payment
would be approximately $900,000,
which would be paid out of the
city’s Fine Art Fund, “a restricted
fund that can only be used for fine
art related expenses,” the staff
report said.

“Ai Weiwei is
probably among
the most
celebrated,
incredible living
artists around
right now in terms
of his art and in
terms of what he
stands for.”
-Beverly Hills City
Councilwoman Lili Bosse

In the 2019 study session,
Councilwoman Lili Bosse advocated for the city’s purchase and referenced Ai’s activism. Ai is a critic of
the Chinese government’s alleged
infringements of human rights and
democracy, and in 2011, he was
arrested and had his passport con-

fiscated by the government for
alleged tax evasion. He was
detained for 81 days before being
released. Many in the international
community decried the arrest as
politically motivated, and Ai left
China for Europe in 2015 when his
passport was returned to him.
“This is really exciting,” Bosse
said. “Ai Weiwei is probably
among the most celebrated, incredible living artists around right now
in terms of his art and in terms of
what he stands for, in terms of
human rights … He is an incredible, incredible human being, and
I’m hoping that somehow, we could
get him for the dedication, because
he really represents what we stand
for as a city.”
According to the 2019 staff
report, “Iron Root, 2015” is expected to be placed at the corner of
Santa Monica Boulevard and
Crescent Drive.
“I think the space in front of City
Hall is an absolutely appropriate
one,” then-Mayor and current
Councilman John Mirisch added.
According to an update from the
Arts and Culture Commission during the Mayor’s Cabinet Meeting
on Aug. 10, the piece is scheduled
to ship from Beijing soon, and a
plinth is being made for the artwork. The plinth will take at least
10 weeks to create, and updates are
expected in September, according
to the commission.
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comments opposing the raise.
“We are in the midst of a pandemic that has crippled our economy. WeHo’s biggest tax revenue
comes from the hotel room tax. No
one is currently traveling, therefore
WeHo isn’t collecting that revenue.
Pride left the city, which is another
huge revenue stream. Things aren’t
looking so good financially for the
city. So no, I do not think the City
Council should get a raise at the
moment. Not a good look,” West
Hollywood resident Brett Vatcher
wrote.
The salary increase, which represents the first raise approved by the
West Hollywood City Council in
almost five years, is slated to go
into effect after the November 2020
elections.

“Government Code Section
36516.5 states that a salary increase
may not go into effect until after a
council election when at least one
council member has begun a new
term of office. Therefore, any
approved increase in compensation
would take effect after the
November 2020 elections, but may
be deferred to a later date,” the Aug.
17 staff report stated.
California Government Code
Section 36516 allows a general law
city to pay council members a
monthly compensation based on the
population of the city with compensation allowed to be increased by
up to 5% each calendar year. When
no action is taken, the allowable
percentage accumulates for each
year that no increase is granted.

“I just don’t think
that increase is
going to make or
break any sort of
situation for us,
but it could
make a big
difference for
the services and
residents that
we’re here to
serve.”
-West Hollywood Mayor
Lindsey Horvath

West Hollywood’s City Council
last approved its monthly compensation to $1,237 per month per
council member in December 2015.
That change took effect the first pay
period following the date that the
council members were sworn into
office for the March 2017 elections.
“It’s been three years. I think
we’re due,” Councilmember
Lauren Meister said. “I say we
approve this, and move it, move it,
move it.”
Once the raise goes into effect,
council members will earn a salary
of $17,064 per year.
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Melrose redesign may face pushback
From page 1
state grant from Caltrans to fund the
project. Streets LA and the office of
Los Angeles City Councilman Paul
Koretz, 5th District, are currently
seeking public input. The deadline
to apply for the grant is Sept. 15.
Details about the project were
recently made public and information is available on the Streets LA
website
and
by
visiting
bit.ly/2EmYhm4. According to the
project description, it would be
implemented along a 22-block
stretch of Melrose Avenue. One
goal is to make the street safer – it
is on the city’s list of roads with a
high collision and injury rate.
Another goal is to make the district
more inviting by creating extra
space for walking and gathering,
bicycling and dining al fresco.
The plan calls for lane reductions
on Melrose Avenue, resulting in one
traffic lane in each direction.
Dedicated bike lanes separated from
the street are proposed for east-west
travel, and curb extensions would
be created at intersections to reduce
the amount of distance required to
cross. Raised crosswalks would be
installed and more trees would be
planted to create a shady canopy
over the area. Streets LA determined approximately 8,000 square
feet of pedestrian space can be
added to each block.
Trade-offs include a reduction in
vehicle lanes and left turn restrictions everywhere along Melrose
Avenue except at Fairfax, La Brea
and Highland avenues. Some parking will also be lost to areas where
curb extensions are installed.
Melrose BID Board Member
Pierson Blaetz, who also oversees
the Melrose Trading Post and the

Greenway Arts Alliance at Fairfax
High School, said “Uplift Melrose”
will have a positive impact on the
area.
“We are super excited about the
project. I think it’s the biggest thing
to happen to the Melrose corridor in
a long, long time,” Blaetz said. “It
is going to transform how the street
operates for the people who go
there, including pedestrians and
bicyclists. It’s not just adding bike
lanes and redoing sidewalks.
There’s new lighting, trees and outdoor dining that will create a whole
new sense of community.”
Isack Fadlon, another member of
the Melrose BID’s board, said the
project is sorely needed. The
Melrose BID had previously
received a $4 million grant from
Metro for street improvements, but
that money is still unspent and
would only go so far, he said.
Through discussions between the
BID and the city, the idea surfaced
to apply for the state grant and envision a much larger project. Streets
LA then created the proposal, project description and renderings.
The “Uplift Melrose” project’s
future is based on the city receiving
the state grant. It was not clear
whether the Metro and state grants
would be used together for the
same project, or separately for different projects in the Melrose area.
“We have been talking about
reimagining Melrose for years,”
said Fadlon, who owns the Sportie
LA shoe store on Melrose Avenue.
“I grew up off Melrose, went to
Fairfax High and have a business
on Melrose. I have family members
who still live off Melrose and I am
there all the time. To have a project

that makes it much more comfortable for walking and bicycling is
what our neighborhood needs.”
Mid City West Community
Council Board Chairman Scott
Epstein also endorsed the idea.
“People are really excited about
this project, which would enliven
Melrose,” Epstein said. “Melrose
has had a tough year, so people are
excited about how this could bring
Melrose to life.”
Councilman Paul Koretz, 5th
District, is optimistic about “Uplift
Melrose” and the benefits it would
potentially bring to the area, but
believes opposition may surface
from business owners upset about
losing street parking. He encouraged people with concerns or viewpoints on the project to call his district office at (323)866-1828.
“My concern is we won’t get
enough feedback from residents and
business owners. Once they hear
about these positive and negative
elements, I can see business owners
being concerned that parking on
Melrose will be lost,” Koretz said.
“There are a lot of questions. If this
community and the neighborhood
are for it, I am certainly not going to
stand in the way. But my fear is the
opposition will come after we have
already decided on what the project
is and put in the grant request. So,
my hope is to work this out.”
Paul Gomez, a spokesman for the
Los Angeles Department of Public
Works, which includes Streets LA,
said additional community outreach
will occur throughout the implementation of the project and the
community can still weigh-in about
concerns. For information, visit
bit.ly/2EmYhm4.

Cedars-Sinai’s stroke
mortality rate remains low
Cedars-Sinai’s Comprehensive
Stroke Center has the lowest
mortality rate in the U.S. for
ischemic
strokes
among
Medicare patients, according to
new data from the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services.
The hospital’s ischemic stroke
30-day mortality rate among
Medicare patients from July
2016 through June 2019 was the
lowest of all 2,440 hospitals measured, at 8.7%. Cedars-Sinai’s
rate is 4.9% lower than the
national average rate of 13.6%
and 0.5% lower than that of New
York University, which had the
next lowest rate at 9.2%.
“This achievement is the result
of the collective efforts of all the
Comprehensive Stroke Center
team members and medical staff,
who deliver excellent, compassionate care to patients in these
moments of crisis,” said Dr.
Nancy Sicotte, chair of the
Department of Neurology. “Our
patients and their families can
rest assured that when they come
to Cedars-Sinai they’re getting
the best care.”
The Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services collects data
for all U.S. hospitals that have at
least 25 ischemic stroke cases
during the rolling three-year
reporting period. Hospitals are
then placed into categories of
“worse than the national rate,”
“no different than the national
rate” and “better than the national

rate.” The reports are made available through the government
website Hospital Compare.
Cedars-Sinai’s ischemic stroke
30-day mortality rate has been
“better than the national rate”
since the CMS began reporting
the data in 2014.
Dr. Shlee Song, co-director of
Cedars-Sinai’s Comprehensive
Stroke Center and Telestroke
Program, attributes the success to
the team’s focus on improving
treatment times.
“It takes a huge amount of
coordination to care for our
stroke patients, and we have our
medical center team members
supporting us on our mission to
deliver the best stroke care we
can,” Song said. “This includes
the surgeons, physicians and
nurses; the lab team to get our
results quickly so we can make
decisions quickly; pharmacists to
mix our needed drugs at the bedside; imaging staff to get our
patients scanned quickly at CT or
MRI; our Neuro ICU; our consultant colleagues to help us comanage patients and many others.”
“Access to acute stroke care in
our region is a priority, and we
continue to work together with
colleagues across the health system to deliver on emergency
stroke care,” Song added.
Cedars-Sinai is located at 8700
Beverly Blvd. For information,
visit cedars-sinai.org.

Smoking ban prompts heated discussion
From page 1
homes,” stated the staff report.
A 2020 State of Tobacco
Control Report published by the
American Lung Association gave
the city an “F” grade on its smokefree housing policies.
In anticipation of the vote, more
than two dozen people submitted
digital comments and 16 people
spoke during public comment to
express their concerns. The discussion marked a continuation of
the public hearing that was opened
on Aug. 3, and many used their
two-minute speaking opportunity
to urge the council to exempt marijuana from the ordinance.
“We are deeply concerned the
ban would disproportionately target people of color and lowerincome communities,” said
Rashad Johnson, senior government affairs manager with Eaze.
“This is government coming
into the living room,” said West
Hollywood resident Jason Beck,
who urged the council to totally
reject the ban.
In continuing discussion, the
council had requested that the city
attorney conduct further research
as to whether the city could
exempt medical cannabis smoking
from the proposed ordinance to
prohibit smoking in multi-family
dwellings. The city has consistently supported access to medical
marijuana.
The majority of speakers during
public comment urged the council
to ban smoking, with several
advocating that all forms of smoking be banned.
“You’re allowing the minority

smoking population to hold
hostage the majority population of
nonsmokers and forcing them to
be exposed to secondhand smoke
in their own homes,” West
Hollywood resident Rob Bergstein
said.
West Hollywood resident
Ashley Popichak bemoaned being
made to feel hostage by a neighbor
who smoked cigarettes near her
apartment, the fumes from which
come through her window and air
conditioning.

“This is
government
coming into the
living room.”
-West Hollywood
resident Jason Beck

“It leaves me feeling powerless,
especially during a time when we
are stuck in quarantine and I’m
home almost 24/7,” she said.
According to a 2019-20 MultiUnit Housing Public Opinion
Survey performed in West
Hollywood by the Tobacco
Control and Prevention Program
of the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health, 45%
of West Hollywood residents
reported secondhand smoke drifting into their homes while living
in multi-unit housing. Of those
that reported secondhand smoke

exposure in their home, 23% stated they lived with a child or senior,
and 25% stated they lived with
someone with a medical condition
that had been affected by secondhand smoke. Many studies have
shown harmful health effects of
secondhand smoke, and while the
vast majority have focused on
tobacco, increasing studies attest
to the harmful effects of all forms
of smoking and secondhand
smoke, including cannabis.
“Secondhand marijuana smoke
contains many of the same harmful and cancer-causing substances
as secondhand tobacco smoke,”
said Patrick Fu, who spoke on
behalf of Korean American
Family Services. “We hope the
council considers a solution that
protects the health of its constituents, particularly those that are
most vulnerable to the effects of
all forms of secondhand smoke.”
Mayor Lindsey Horvath voiced
her disappointment that there wasn’t a discussion by council about
helping people who were being
impacted by secondhand smoke.
The council voted 3-2 in favor of
excluding vaping and marijuana
from the ordinance, with Horvath
and Heilman advocating that all
forms of smoking be included.
“Eighty-three percent of our
people a few years ago voted to
legalize cannabis. They’re West
Hollywood residents that believe
in individual liberty, believe in
personal privacy, believe in people
being left alone to live the good
life that they choose,” said City
Councilman John Duran.

image courtesy of Los Angeles County

Los Angeles County is focusing its coronavirus-related outreach messages
on young people and those who speak languages other than English.

County spreads COVID-19
info in multiple languages
Los Angeles County is regularly
updating resources on COVID-19
to meet the multicultural and linguistic needs of the county’s most
diverse communities.
Earlier this month, L.A. County
announced the creation of a $100
million COVID-19 Rent Relief
Program which aims to assist lowincome renters and property owners
who have struggled to pay their rent
due to COVID-19.
In an effort to keep the public
informed, the county released a
multilingual toolkit for its COVID19 Rent Relief Program so that it
will be easier to share the news
before the application filing period
ends on Aug. 31.
The digital toolkit includes shareable graphics and text in 13 different languages, and the frequently
asked questions have also been
translated into 13 languages. The
languages include Spanish, Chinese

(traditional), Hindi, Korean,
Khmer, Tagalog, Thai, Japanese
and Vietnamese.
For additional assistance, dial
211 to speak with multilingual
community resource experts over
the phone. For information, visit
rentrelief.lacda.org
and
covid19.lacounty.gov.
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Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across
1. Listeners
5. Sluggers' stats
9. Don't bother
14. Island feast
15. Little ___
16. Love in Paris?
17. Sea bird
18. Beethoven's birthplace
19. Metallic sounds
20. Boxing category
23. Canadian people
24. NZ forest tree
25. Canadian province with red sand,
for short
28. "Smooth Operator" singer
31. Warren Buffett, e.g.
33. Hosp. area
36. Bellini opera
39. School girl communication
40. Where many banks are situated
44. Forty winks
45. Fingered
46. Neighbor of Minn.
47. Determine one's position
50. Bar order
52. Color
53. Unhurried
56. Corp. heads
59. One from the heartland
63. Clan emblem
66. Magazine for the fashion-conscious

67. Buckeye state
68. Mythical serpent
69. Huge
70. Wine, prefix
71. Ruhr river city
72. Cough syrup amts.
73. Star ___
Down
1. K-6, abbr.
2. Derived from gold
3. Time off
4. Types of leathers
5. Hotel amenity
6. Can be furrowed
7. Secret
8. First name on the Supreme Court
9. Philadelphia landmark hotel
10. Exhale
11. A lot
12. Fan
13. TV drama settings
21. Singer Rimes
22. Old Pontiac muscle car
25. Picture
26. Having taken food
27. Having no reaction
29. Wyatt's Holiday
30. Home of Gulliver's Travels writer
32. Advice columnist, Landers
33. Perhaps
34. R and B and rap star

35. Set free
37. Plaintive cry
38. Handouts
41. Ending for enzymes
42. Key executive
43. Draw forth
48. Marcus's retail partner
49. Really small amount
51. Transplant
54. Candied
55. Pound sounds

57. "___ Majesty's Secret Service"
58. Paris divider
59. Sole
60. Boat locale
61. P.I.'s
62. Corner piece
63. Specifying article
64. Sounds of woe
65. 6-pointers
answers on page 22
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